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RADIOACTIVITY OF NUCLEAR REACTOR COOLING FLUIDS
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION - '
Most of the work that has been done with regard to nuclear 
reactor cooling fluids has been mainly of a qualitative nature. How­
ever, the most meaningful results from the standpoint of gamma-ray shield­
ing are quantitative data. The main emphasis of the investigation described 
herein has been in the quantitative area.
In order to be meaningful, the results of a study on nuclear 
reactor cooling fluids should lead to analytical methods whereby the 
specific activities of the various radioactive isotopes in a nuclear reac­
tor cooling system can be predicted. To accomplish this end on a sound 
basis, it is necessary to understand the method of formation of each radio­
active isotope of interest. Equally inçortant is the method or methods of 
removal of each radioactive isotope from the coolant.
Although this work is intended to be as complete in itself as 
possible, it will be readily apparent that more research in several areas 
is urgently needed. However, from the results of the work carried out, 
it should be possible to predict the specific activities of the more 
important radioactive isotopes in the cooling systems of nuclear reactors.
Radioactive isotopes are formed in reactor cooling systems by 
one or more of the following methods: (l) activation of the coolant
itself, (2 ) activation of impurities in the coolant, (3) recoil of radio­
active isotopes into the coolant from materials used in the reactor core,
1
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(4) leakage of fission products from the reactor fuel elements, and (5)
recoil of fission products into the coolant from surface contamination
of the fuel element cladding.^ All of these methods and the part they
play in contributing to the specific activity of the coolant will be
examined in some detail in the following discussion.
Although this entire investigation is concerned with closed
cycle cooling systems, there should be no difficulty in applying the
2appropriate parts of the discussion to "once-through" cooling systems.
The reason for this emphasis on closed cycle systems is that some of the 
discussion will apply to once-through cooling systems, whereas the converse 
would not be true.
Neutron Induced Activities in Cooling 
Fluids Containing Oxygen 
It is known that when oxygen or a compound containing oxygen 
is exposed to neutrons, reactions occur with all three oxygen isotopes 
0^^ (9 9.76%), (0 .039%), and 0^^ (0 .20k%), as follows
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(1) 0^^(n,a)C^3 _ 2.20 Mev: is stable
(2) 0^G(n,2n)0^5 _ 15.6 Mev: 0^^ -̂> N
(3) ol^(n,p)N^® - 9 .5 Mev:
^Some of the impurities in the coolant may well be corrosion
products.
2"Once-through" cooling systems are cooling systems where the 
coolant is passed through the reactor core only one time.
•5N. Faull, An Experimental Study of Neutron Induced Activities 
in Water, Atomic Energy Research Establishment Report Number 1919, (Har- 
well, Berks., England: 1957).
( )̂ 0^'^(n,a)c^^ + 1 .83 Mev: 6̂oo'"y*
(5) 0̂ '^(n,p)N^'^ - 8.0 Mev: rr̂ '̂ -■> 0^^ -> 0^^
(6) 0^®(n,7)0^9 + 4.24 Mev: 0^^ 29X 1 ^ ÏHiT^ F^^
If the compound contains hydrogen also, knock-on protons produce the fol­
lowing reactions :
(7) 0^^(p,r)F^^ + 0 .5 9 Mev: 0̂ '̂
(8) 0^®(p,a)F‘-̂  + 3.97 Mev: is stable
(9) 0^®(p,n)F^® - 2.4$ Mev: F^® TÏ2~m^lid m
Of the nine reactions listed above, the third, fifth, and sixth 
result in the emission of penetrating radiation, and, therefore, need to 
be considered in the design of shielding for the external part of the 
cooling system when the coolant contains oxygen. In addition, there will 
be annihilation gamma-rays caused by the positrons emitted in the second, 
seventh, and ninth reactions. The energy listed for each reaction is the 
Q value for that reaction. The significance of Q will be discussed later.
Radioactive isotopes that will be produced in coolants contain­
ing oxygen are listed since 95^ of all present day nuclear reactors use
1 2coolants which contain oxygen. ' These radioactive isotopes will be pro­
duced regardless of how pure the coolant may be.
^Directory of Nuclear Reactors, Vol. I: Power Reactors (Kamt-
ner Ring, Vienna 1, Austria: The International Atomic Energy Agency, 1959)-
2Directory of Nuclear Reactors, Vol. II: Research, Test, and
Experimental Reactors (Kàmtner Ring, Vienna 1, Austria: The International
Atomic Energy Agency, 1959)*
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The Importance of Water-Cooled Nuclear Reactors
1 2TABLE I shows the importance of water-cooled nuclear reactors. ’ 
Over 59^ of all nuclear reactors are water cooled and 7^^ of all research, 
test, and experimental reactors are water cooled. Of even greater sig­
nificance is the fact that 76^ of all nuclear reactors; $2^ of all power 
reactors; and 90^ of all research, test, and experimental reactors are 
liquid cooled.
The maximum thermal neutron flux in a continuously operating 
nuclear reactor (6 .2 x 10^^ neutrons per square centimeter per second) 
occurs in a water-cooled research reactor.
^Directory of Nuclear Reactors, Vol. I: Power Reactors (Kamt-
ner Ring, Vienna 1, Austria: The International Atomic Energy Agency, 1959)-
2Directory of Nuclear Reactors, Vol. II: Research, Test, and
Experimental Reactors (Kamtner Ring, Vienna 1, Austria: The International
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CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES
Ideally, the type of nuclear reactor chosen for the experimental 
work should be the most representative of nuclear reactor cooling systems 
in general. As we have seen, a water-cooled nuclear reactor is the most 
representative. In addition, it is probably the simplest system to study. 
Finally, a water-cooled nuclear reactor with a significant neutron flux 
was available for experimentation.
General Description of the Oak. Ridge National 
Laboratory Research Reactor
The nuclear reactor chosen for the basis of the experimental 
work was the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Research Reactor (ORR) at Oak 
Ridge, Tennessee. The design of the ORR incorporates a heterogeneous core 
which utilizes enriched uranium fuel with ordinary water as coolant and 
moderator.^ The reflector is a relatively thin layer (3 to 6 inches) of 
beryllium metal, backed by a thick layer (approximately h feet) of water.
TABLE II lists the more important characteristics of the ORR 
that are pertinent to the following discussion. The quantities v, b, c,
G, t, and t^ will be defined here and will be discussed more fully later.
V is the volume of the cooling system in milliliters, b is the flow rate 
through the demineralizers in milliliters per second divided by v. c is
E. Cole and J. P. Gill, The Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
Research Reactor (ORR) - A General Description, Oak Ridge National Labora- 
tory Report Number 2240, (Oak Ridge, Tennessee: January 21, 1957)-
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TABLE II
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OAK RIDGE NATIONAL 
LABORATORY RESEARCH REACTOR
O
V = 2.48 X 10 milliliters
_5b = 2.07 X 10 reciprocal seconds
c = 6 .36 X 10 ^ reciprocal seconds 
-5G = 1.27 X 10 reciprocal seconds
Average thermal neutron flux = 1.8 x 10^^ neutrons per square
centimeter per second
Lmum thermal neutron f] 
centimeter per second
rage fast neutron fl 
timeter per second
liaxi lux = 5.L x 10^^ neutrons per square 
Avera ux = 5*^ x 10^^ neutrons per square cen-
IHAverage fission neutron flux = 2.59 x 10 neutrons per square 
centimeter per second
2t = 2 .19 X 10 seconds
Area = 4.05 x 10^ square centimeters (area of aluminum in the 
reactor core)
, _2 t^ = 5-94 X 10 seconds
Power = 30 X 10^ watts
the make-up flov rate^ in milliliters per second divided hy v. G is the 
flow rate through the vacuum degasifier in milliliters per second divided 
hy V. t is the time required to complete one cycle in seconds, t^ is 
the average retention time of the cooling water in the reactor core in 
seconds obtained by dividing the fluid volume of the core by the average 
volume flow rate of the coolant through the core.
Illustration 1 is a schematic diagram of the ORR cooling system. 
The filters and strainers shown remove a negligible amount of the radio­
active isotopes from the coolant. Experimental data justifying this state­
ment is given later. Illustration 2 shows how the water moves around and 
through the core. Illustration 3 is a more detailed drawing of the reactor 
core.
Ion Exchange System of the ORR
The demineralizer system, consisting of cation and anion "pre- 
columns" preceding a mixed bed column, was developed at the Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory (ORNL). The ion exchangers can be operated at high 
flow rates, up to 10 gallons per minute per cubic foot of resin, and still 
remove most of the radioactivity from the water. Each cation resin column 
contains 30 cubic feet of Amberlite IR-120 resin, and each anion resin 
column contains 26 cubic feet of IRA-hOl resin. Each mixed-bed resin 
column contains 12 cubic feet of IR-120 and l8 cubic feet of IRA-UOl resin. 
Ordinarily the flow rate through one of the demineralizer systems is 80 
gallons per minute. There are two complete demineralizer systems, only
The make-up flow rate is simply the amount of dilution water 
added to the reactor cooling system. Naturally, an equal amount is bled 
off elsewhere in the cooling system.
u n c la s s i f i e d  
ORNL-LR-DWG 28i96R2
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All of the experimental results were obtained with the reactor 
at full power (30 megawatts).
A Method for the Analysis of Dissolved 
Gases in Water
In the analysis of the demineralized make-up water, it became evi­
dent that a method was needed whereby water could be analyzed for dissolved 
gases in the same manner as for dissolved solids.
Neutron activation analysis was obviously the method of choice.^ 
The reason for this choice is that any dissolved gas or dissolved solid 
that would contribute to the activity of the cooling water would also show 
up in a neutron activation analysis.
In a neutron activation analysis, the elements present usually 
are identified by their respective gamma-ray energies and half-life. For 
quantitative determinations, two samples are used. One sample contains 
the water to be analyzed and the other sample contains demineralized water 
with a known concentration of the substance in question. After simultaneous 
irradiation in the same neutron flux, the activity of the unknown times the 
concentration of the standard divided by the activity of the standard equals 
the concentration of the unknown.




The difficulty with activation analysis of dissolved gases is
that the concentration in the standard is difficult to determine. The
method proposed here involves bubbling the desired gas through the standard
water solution until the water is saturated with this gas. After this is
completed, the standard is sealed and the concentration is determined
from the temperature of the solution.
In order to ascertain the concentration of a gas in a solution
as a function of temperature, reference must be made to standard works on
the subject.^ Usually the value of Henry's Law Constant K in millimeters
of mercury per mole fraction is tabulated as a function of absolute tenrp-
2erature T^ in degrees Kelvin. Now
K = (1)
where
is the partial pressure of the solute in millimeters of mercury (P^ =
760 millimeters of mercury at one atmosphere pressure), and 
is the mole fraction of the solute in the solution. And
"A = ^
where
n^ is the number of moles of the solute, and
Ug is the number of moles of the solvent. In addition.
^T!dward W. Washburn eind others. International Critical Tables, 
Vol. Ill, (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Congany, 192Ü), p. 255-
2Farrington Daniels and Robert A. Alberty, Physical Chemistry 
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1958)-
"a “b
"A = Ag . (3)
where
w^ is the weight of the solute A in grams,
is the moleculEur weight of the solute A in grams per mole,
Wg is the weight of the solvent B in grams, and
Mg is the molecular weight of the solvent B in grams per mole.




' = S )  ‘
where
p is the concentration of the solute in the solvent in parts per million 
(ppm).
The variation of K with temperature is known to be^
K = + B (6)
a
where
D is the partial latent heat of vaporization of the gas from the solution
in joules per gram-mole (the heat absorbed when one gram-mole of the gas
is vaporized reversibly from an infinite amount of the solution), and
B is a constant for any specific solvent and solute.
^Edward W. Washburn and others. International Critical Tables, 
Vol. Ill, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, I928), p. 255»
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Hence, if the value of K is known at ajiy two different temperatures, or if 
the values of K and D are known at any one temperature (D and B are inde­
pendent of temperature), then the value of K can he determined for any 
temperature (short of the boiling point of the solvent). If the absolute 
atmospheric pressure is different from 76O millimeters of mercury, then 
this value of should be used in the calculations. The constant 0.05223 
in equation (6 ) contains the value of the molar gas constant.
In practice the values of K may depart somewhat from the values 
predicted by equation (6 ), so one should use two values of K as close to 
the desired temperature as possible. The standard used in the activation 
analysis for argon reported herein was prepared in this manner.
Analysis of the Demineralized 
Make-Up Water
In order to obtain a qualitative idea of the impurities in fresh
demineralized make-up water, samples of it were irradiated in position
number 2 of hole 71 of the OaJc Ridge National Laboratory Graphite Reactor
for periods of 10 minutes, I6 hours, and one week.^ The only radioactive
2k 1+1isotopes observed were Na and A . A comparative neutron activation 
quantitative analysis made by the author showed that there was 0.396 + 
0.003 ppm sodium and 0.599 + O.OO6 ppm argon in the demineralized make-up 
water at 20°C.
^The thermal neutron flux in this position was determined to be 
7.58 X lO^l neutrons per square centimeter per second and the fission 
neutron flux was determined to be 4.03 x 109 neutrons per square centi­
meter per second. The fluxes were determined by the author by irradiat­
ing sodium carbonate and cadmium covered aluminum. The neutron reactions 
used in these determinations were Na^3(n,y)Na^^ and Al27(n,a)Na^^. The 
respective cross-sections for these neutron reactions are 0.525 bams and 
0.600 millibams. In each case, the activity of Na^^ was measured.
17
Concentration of Stable Elements in 
the Cooling Water 
A quantitative neutron activation analysis of the cooling water 
yielded the results tabulated in TABLE III. The value listed for oxygen 
is a calculated value that will be convenient in later calculations. The 
value listed for is inferred from the results of discussion that
follows later on. No analysis was made for argon since its concentra­
tion is rapidly reduced after start up by the vacuum degasifier. Also, 
the equilibrium concentration of argon would be dependent on the tempera­
ture of the demineralized make-up water and the atmospheric pressure.
The concentration of sodium is apparently reduced by the reactor 
demineralizers. The cause of this change is unknown. However, aluminum 
and cadmium are found in the reactor cooling water which indicates that 
relatively large sureas of these elements are exposed to the reactor cool­
ing water.
Method of Analysis of Cooling Water
for Radioactive Isotopes
Gamma scintillation spectrometry^ was used in the analysis of
the cooling water for gamma-ray emitters. The analyzer used had a built-
2in automatic dead-time correction mechanism. It also had an add-subtract
^C. E. Crouthamel, Applied Gamma-Ray Spectrometry (New York: 
Pergamon Press, 1960).
2For the sake of accuracy, the dead-time was kept below in 
all cases. The dead-time was read directly on a dial with a range of 0 
to 100^. The analyzer had 200 channels and was manufactured by Radiation 
Instrument Development Laboratory, Incorporated, Northlak.e, Illinois.
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TABLE III
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE 
ORR COOLING WATER
Element Concentration in Parts per Billion (ppb)
0 6 .90 X 10®
Na 5.^6 + 0.04
Mg < (531 + 16)
A1 8 .80 + 0.84
Zn «  100
Cd 14.3 + 0 .1
«  33.7 X io"3
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logic, that is, the ability to subtract data being fed in from data 
already on the analyzer memory. The readout mechanism printed the channel 
number versus the number of counts collected in that channel, thus, reduc­
ing the possibility of error. A visible oscilloscope readout of the data 
in the memory functioned even while the analyzer was counting.
A thallium-activated sodium iodide crystal cylinder, 3 inches 
in diameter and 3 inches tall served as the scintillator used in the scin­
tillation counter to obtain all the measurements reported here. In the 
euialysis of complex spectra, it would be ideal to suppress the Compton 
electron distribution completely. However, to go to a larger phosphor 
would require the use of a larger phototube or a set of smaller phototubes 
with an appreciable increase in cost and loss of resolution. The crystal 
was magnetically shielded. The sampling point was a tap into one of the 
main exit water pipes from the reactor. This made it possible to count 
the water a very few seconds after it left the reactor core. Although 
the sampling point is just slightly downstream from one of the off-gas 
lines, this does not effect the results since a very sensitive rotameter 
on the off-gas line indicated no flow whatever through it.
Design of the Apparatus Used to Study Short 
Half-Life Radioactive Isotopes 
in the Cooling Water 
Here a 10 milliliter counting volume was obtained by -coiling a 
suitable length of 3/l6 inch (internal diameter) tygon tubing inside of 
a 3 inch diameter glass sphere. A polystyrene absorber 2 inches thick 
and 3 inches in diameter was placed directly on top of the sodium iodide
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crystal. Polystyrene is a very good material for this purpose since the 
hremsstrahlung will he much less than for a material such as aluminum or 
lead because the (juantity of bremsstrahlung produced by the beta reidia- 
tions is directly proportional to the atomic number Z of the absorber, 
all other quantities being constant.^
The required thickness of the polystyrene absorber to minimize
Pbremsstrahlung was calculated by using the relation
Rp = 0.571 Ep - 0.161 (7)
where
Rp is the range of the beta particle in grams per square centimeter, and 
Ep is the energy of the beta particle in Mev.
Since has the most energetic beta radiation energy (10.0 Mev), this was
■5used as the basis for the absorber thickness determination. Polystyrene 
has a density of l.l6 grams per cubic centimeter, and actually only 4.78 
centimeters of absorber were required; however, for convenience, 5.08  
centimeters were used.
The glass sphere rested directly on top of the absorbers, and
the whole apparatus was shielded by 4 inches of lead. The lead shield was
4large enough so that backscatter was negligible. The lead shield was 
lined on the inside with 0.036 inches of cadmium (9 9*9^ pure) and 0.016
Mobley D. Evans, The Atomic Nucleus (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., 1955).
2Ernst Bleuler and George J. Goldsmith, Experimental Nucleonics 
(New York: Rinehart and Con^jany, Inc., 1956).
•3James M. Cork, Radioactivity and Nuclear Physics (New York:
D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1957).
^The lead shield was 8 x 8 x l8 inches.
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inches of copper inside of the cadmium. The cadmium liner greatly reduces 
the effect of lead x-ray production in the lead shield.
By varying the flow rate of the cooling water through the count­
ing volume, the half-lives of the various short half-life gamma-ray energy 
peaks could be determined. Corrections were made for absorption of the 
gamma rays in the water, tygon hose, glass, and absorbers. In addition, 
corrections were made for decay while the coolant was passing through the 
counting volume.
Method of Analysis of the Cooling Water for Long 
Half-Life Radioactive Isotopes 
in the Cooling Water 
Since some of the activities were too low to be detected in the 
arrangement Just described, a more sensitive device was utilized for the 
detection of these latter radioactive isotopes. Here a counting volume 
of 3000 milliliters was used that surrounded the crystal on all sides 
except the bottom where the photomultiplier tube was connected. By mak­
ing measurements at intervals of time, all the radioactive isotopes were 
identified by both gamma-ray energy and half-life. In computing specific 
activities, corrections were made for absorption of the gamma-rays in the 
water and the walls of the containing vessel. The lead shield used was, 
for all practical purposes, identical to the shield previously described.
Measured Concentrations of Radioactive 
Isotopes in the Cooling Water
Determination of Disintegration Rate 
From Spectral Data
22
The disintegration rate of a radioactive isotope is given by the 
1following relationship.'
where
is the number of disintegrations per second,
C is the area under the photo-peak in counts per second,
Ç is the total absolute detection efficiency for the source-detector geom­
etry used,
P is the appropriate value for the peak-to-total ratio (P is the ratio of
C to the total area of the gamma-ray spectrum),
I is a correction factor either for absorption of gamma radiations in the
source and/or any beta absorber used in the measurement, and
F is the number of gamma-rays of this energy emitted per disintegration 
expressed as a decimal fraction. The value of F can be determined from
2 Ij. 5any one of a number of sources. '^  '
The value of I can be obtained from the following relationship:
L. Heath, Scintillation Spectrometry Gamma-Ray Spectrum 
Catalogue, Phillips Petroleum Co. Report Number IDO-16408, (Idaho Fails, 
Idaho: July 1, 1957)-
oC. E. Crouthamel, Applied Gamma-Ray Spectrometry (New York: 
Pergamon Press, I96O).
^D. Strominger, J. M. Hollander, and G. T. Seaborg, "Table of 
Isotopes," Reviews of Modem Physics, XXX, Part II (April, 1958), pp. 585- 
90I+.
14.Simon Kinsman and others. Radiological Health Handbook (Cincin­
nati, Ohio: Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center, 1957)•
^"Nuclei Formed in Fission: Decay Characteristics, Fission
Yields, and Chain Relationships," Journal of the American Chemical Society, 




|i is the coefficient of absorption in square centimeters per gram, 
yO is the density of the absorber in grams per cubic centimeter, and 
X is the thickness of the absorber in centimeters.
The Peak-to-Total Ratio as a Function 
of Gamma-Ray Energy 
Heath^ tabulates experimental values of P for gamma-ray energies
of 0 .155, 0 .323, 0 .478, 0 .662, 0 .835, 1.114, 1 .29, 1 .78, 1.83, 2 .76, and
3.13 Mev. The error is estimated to be less than + 2$ for all measure­
ments. The values of P were given for sodium iodide detectors 3 inches in 
diameter by 3 In. thick at a distance of 10 centimeters from the source. 
Since the value of P has a negligible variation between 0.2 and 10 centi­
meters, these values may be used for other than distances of 10 centimeters.
From Heath's data, two empirical equations have been obtained 
which express P as a function of E^, the gamma-ray energy in Mev. For
E < 0.478 Mev,7 -
P = exp [-0.924 - 0.878 In E^ - 0.216 (In ] (lO)
and for E > 0.478 Mev,7 -
7
Equation (ll) has a coefficient of correlation of -O.98O which indicates 
a correlation within experimental error.
^R. L. Heath, Scintillation Spectrometry Gamma-Bay Spectnim 
Catalogue, Phillips Petroleum Co. Report Number IDO-l64o8, (Idaho Falls, 
Idaho: July 1, 1957).
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Determination of Unknown 
Absorber Thickness 
In the use of the 3 liter counting volume, it was not possible 
to determine the absorber thickness directly. However, it was possible 
to determine the absorber thickness x indirectly while calibrating the 
container with a single radioactive isotope. The only requirement is 
that the radioactive isotope have two gamma-rays of sufficiently different 
energy so that the respective values of are sufficiently different for 
accurate calculations.
In order to obtain an equation that will give the absorber thick­
ness X directly, one can start with equation (9 ) and express it as
I^ = e and Ig = e (12)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the low and high energy gamma-rays, 
respectively. Also,
q = -7-^ = constant. (13)
 ̂2
Now equation (8) may be written as
Ifn C
"r = ■ T T p p p ;
where
L is the fraction of the total area under the low energy peak due to the 
spectrum of the low energy peak.
Then by combining equations (12), (13), and (l4) and solving for 
X, one obtains
J P 2 f 2 " l \I % C2 Pi Pi,X = — . (15)
^^2 - Pi)
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TABLE IV lists the values of the various parameters in equation
2h(15) for Na . The constant L can he easily determined from a standard 
spectrum (no absorber) of the radioactive isotope used by using equations 
(13) and (l4). Even though f varies greatly with distance from the 
crystal, the ratio of to is almost completely independent of
distance. The value of x for the 3 liter counting volume turned out to 
be 0 .75^ centimeters and the value of x for the 10 milliliter counting 
volume was 5-08 centimeters.
Correction for Decay Within the Counting Volume 
for Continuous Flow Measurements 
The advantage of using continuous flow for the measurement of 
short half-life activities is that the counting rate remains substantially 
constant. On the other hand, there is decay while the activity is passing 
through the counting volume. If the activity has decayed for T^ seconds 
before entering the counting volume and for T^ seconds at the time it leaves
the counting volume, then the measured activity can be assumed to have
* 1 decayed for T seconds which is given by the following equation:
T* = Ti - i in
-\(T -T
1 - e 
'̂ (̂ 2 -
(16)
where
T* is the effective mean decay time at which measurements are made, and
2\ is the radioactive decay constant in reciprocal seconds.
^Ernst Bleuler and George J. Goldsmith, Experimental Nucleonics 
(New York: Rinehart and Company, Inc., 1956).
2Throughout this work, the value of X for the parent is used 
where the half-life of the parent is greater than that of the daughter.
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TABLE IV
VALUES FOR THE DETERMINATION OF ABSORBER 
THICKNESS WITH Na2^
= 1.19
= F_ = 1.00
= 0.0600 square centimeters per gram
for water
= 0 .0^13 square centimeters per gram
= 1.00 gram per cubic centimeter for water
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In the case of the 10 milliliter counting volume, the volume of
the line leading from the tap on the exit cooling water line to the count-
17ing container was 195 milliliters. For the determination of N this 
volume was 171 milliliters.
Fundamental Data Used 
In interpretation of experimental results of this kind, it is 
necessary to use data in the literature that might conceivably change 
slightly in the future. Thus, in an effort to prevent the experimental 
results from being dated, the fundamental information used in the calcula­
tions will be given.
All of the peak-to-total ratios were computed on the basis of 
equations (10) and (ll). TABLE V lists the fundamental data used in the
calculations. Under the half-life column, the abbreviations S, M, H, and
ihoD stand for seconds, minutes, hours, and days respectively. Since La 
exhibited the half-life of its parent Ba^^, and In^^^^ exhibited the 
half-life of its parent Cd^^^, the parent half-lives are the ones actually 
used in the calculations.^ The photon energies listed are the peaks on 
which the quantitative results are based. The value of F for means 
that it was assumed that one neutron was emitted per disintegration.- The 
value of F for Cd^^^ was determined in this study by assuming equilibrium 
between Cd^^^ and its daughter In^^^™\ The relative activities are^
-
daughter radioactive isotope exhibits the half-life of its 
parent when the parent half-life is longer and the two are at equilibrium.
^ m s t  Bleuler and George J. Goldsmith, Experimental Nucleonics 







F € at 6 .16  Centimeters
( at 8.48 
Centimeters




7-35 8 6 .13 0.550 0.0170 0.0275
/ L 4.14 8 1.00
29 .4 S 0.200 0.300 0.0385 0.136
15.0 H 2.754 1.00 0.0180 0.0413
12»8^ 9 .4 5 M 0.834 0.700 0.0246 0.0769
13“ "® 2.27 M 1 .78 1.00 0.0198 0.0524
245 D 1.12 0.460 0.0353 0.0668
43.0 D 0.940 < 0.0200 0.0375 0.0724
2.20 D 0.520 (0.748) 0.0457 0.0953
4.50 H 0.335 0.950 0.0526 0.113
38- - 12.8 D
T i 4o 




the subscript 1 denotes the parent, and the subscript 2 denotes the daugh-
llfO llK)ter. The activity of Ba was calculated from the activity of La by
equation (17). The C values at 6.l6 centimeters were applied to the 
counting volume of 3 liters and the i values at 8.48 centimeters were 
applied to the counting volume of 10 milliliters. It was found experi­
mentally that the value of p for water applied also to polystyrene with 
negligible error.
Experimental Results 
TABLE VI tabulates the experimental results. The decay time 
before counting is based on the fact that it takes 6.2h seconds for the 
water to go from the reactor core exit to the tap at a flow rate of 17,900 
gallons per minute through the core. This flow rate fluctuates approximately 
+ 1$. The decay times listed in TABLE VI are the times that elapsed before 
the gamma-ray peak was evaluated. The variation in decay time was neces­
sary in order that the photopeaks of the shorter half-life radioactive 
isotopes would be decayed away where these photopeaks overlapped the gamma- 
ray peaks of the longer half-life radioactive isotopes. Of course, all the 
results listed are corrected for the decay time and are the maximum activi­
ties in the cooling system immediately after passing through the core at 
the time they were taken, a is the equilibrium specific activity of a 
radioactive isotope in disintegrations per second per milliliter of reac­
tor cooling water.^ a^ is the specific activity at n cycles. The values
^The equilibrium specific activity, a, in this dissertation will 
be understood to mean the maximum specific activity of the coolant for any 
one cycle at equilibrium. It is assumed that this maximum specific acti­
vity is attained immediately after leaving the reactor core.
TABLE VI
CONCENTRATION OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES 








tions per Second per 
Milliliter of Cooling 
Water at n Cycles
a in Disintegra­
tions per Second per 
Milliliter of Cooling 
Water at Equilibrium
(n = <30 )
24.5 S
17.3 S
307 6 .50 X 105 
5.38 X 10^
6 .50 X  105 
5.38 X  10^
8 1 .5 S 307 6 .90 X 10^ 6 .90 X  10^
11"*"' 2 0 .3 H 307 9 .66 X 10^ 1 .07 X  103
12% ' ' 5.92 M 307 2 .90 X  10^ 2 .90 X 103
13“ "®
30^"''




2 .38 X  103
7 .87 X 10"^
2 .39 X  103
3.17
w c a ' " ' * 8.00 D 701 > 1 .45 X  10 >  5.26 X 10
7 .00 D







9.64 X 10 
1.05 X 10^ 
2 .76 X  10"^ 
3.16 X 10“ ^
3.10 X  10^





of were determined using the numerical values given in TABLE V and
oh
elsewhere and equations (8), (9), (lO), (ll), (15), (l6), and (17). Na
was measured in both counting volumes. Since the number of cycles between
the two sets of measurements was known, by assuming that the initial acti- 
2k-vity of Na was zero, it was possible to calculate the effective number 
of cycles in both cases by methods which will be discussed later. It was 
also assumed that the initial activity of all the other radioactive iso­
topes was zero at-n ■= 0 which is a good assumption since the entire cooling 
system had been drained and refilled prior to these experiments. The value 
of n for N̂ "̂  is not needed since N̂ "̂  builds up to its maximum activity in 
one cycle. The method of determining the activity of N̂ "̂  will be explained 
later. The values of a were calculated by methods which will be discussed 
later using the numerical values listed in TABLE VI and the tabulated
values of a .n
TABLE VII lists the values of da and r for the various radio­
active isotopes in the reactor cooling system, da is the change in the 
specific activity of the coolant at equilibrium on passing through the 
reactor core in disintegrations per second per milliliter of reactor cool­
ing fluid, r is the rate of production of the radioactive isotope in the 
coolant in atoms per second. The methods of calculating da and r will 
be given later, da and r are the only significant quantities in a reac­
tor cooling system since once they are determined they are independent of 
the flow rate through the demineralizers, the make-up water flow rate, the 
flow rate through the vacuum degasifier, and the efficiencies of ion ex­
change and degasification. Both quantities are directly proportional to 
the neutron flux and hence to the reactor power since the neutron flux is
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TABLE VII
RATE OF PRODUCTION OF RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES 
IN THE COOLING WATER
Nuclide
Aa In Disintegrations 
per Second per 
Milliliter





8.00 7.14 X 10^^
6 .87 X 10^ 7 .31 X 10^^
1.60 X 103 5.93 X 10^^
1.27 X lO"^
> 2 .L0 x“10"^ > 1.47 X 1 0^
1.65 5.15 X 10^^
1.80
4 .35 X 10"3 7 .8 9 X 10^
ILO
57 5.00 X 10"3
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directly proportional to the reactor power. %ere the activities are due 
to recoil mechanism, then r is also independent of the flow rate through 
the reactor core, once it has been determined. Only the values of r are 
listed where the activity is probably produced by recoil mechanism. The 
values of r for La^^ and are not listed since these are daughter
products not produced directly by recoil mechanism. Since there is no 
zinc in the reactor core, the value of r for zinc is not listed.
Measurement of in the Cooling Water
Development of a Liquid Neutron-Emitter 
In order to determine the amount of in the cooling water, 
it was first necessary to calibrate the counting equipment. For this 
reason, the development of a liquid neutron-emitter became necessary.
gillThe first attempt involved using 6 milligrams of ^^Am in com­
bination with 171 milliliters of a saturated Be(H0^)2 '3H20 aqueous solu-
2 ill
tion. Am is an a-emitter (5-53^ Mev) with a specific activity of 3.17
curies per gram and a half-life of 4$8 years. Ordinarily Am when mixed
with pure beryllium makes a very fine neutron source by means of the 
9 12Be (a,n)C reaction. However, no neutrons were detected, and it can only
9 gillbe concluded that the aqueous solution separated the Be and Am nuclei 
to such an extent that the a-particles had insufficient energy to penetrate 
the intervening water layer and cause the desired reaction.
Since the (y,n) threshold for beryllium is I .67 Mev for the 
reaction Be^(y,n)Be^, Na^^ was added to 171 milliliters of a fresh satur­
ated aqueous beryllium nitrate solution with successful results. The yield
giiwas 2 .27 neutrons per second per millicurie of Na per milliliter of
3^
saturated aqueous beryllium nitrate solution. The resulting neutrons have 
an energy of 0.8 Mev. emits a 0.9 Mev neutron. The liquid neutron-
emitter was calibrated by comparison with a plutonium-beryIlium source on 
the ORNL long counter. The long counter efficiency is approximately con­
stant over the range of the neutron energies encountered.
Experimental Apparatus for the Detection of
The neutrons were moderated with paraffin so that they would 
be detected by the neutron counters which are sensitive to thermal neu­
trons. The moderator tank was surrounded on the outside with a cadmium 
shield 0 .036 inches thick which absorbed all but 3-37 x lO”  ̂per cent of 
the externally incident thermal neutrons. Four neutron detectors were 
equally spaced and located half way between the outside cadmium shield and 
the interior counting container. The detectors were the standard one- 
inch UG-59 B/U Anç)henol 8S-8o4 boron trifluoride neutron counters. The 
electronics used included a combination amplifier and pulse-height dis­
criminator, scalar (with built-in timer), and high voltage chassis. The 
operating voltage was 2,100 volts.
The^ counting container used weis a glass cold finger with a capa­
city of 171 cubic centimeters. This cold finger was inserted 7 inches 
into the center of the cylinder of paraffin and perpendicular to its base. 
The cylinder was 10 inches in diameter and 10 inches tall. The cold finger 
was approximately 1.2$ inches in diameter. The four BF^ tubes were in­
serted 8.5 inches into the paraffin and parallel to the axis of the count­
ing container. Holes in the paraffin for the BF^ tubes and the cold finger
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were obtained by using several number 66l cellulose nitrate International
Lusteroid centrifuge tubes.
The efficiency of the device for counting 0.8 Mev neutrons was
1 .3^ X 10~^. The efficiency for counting Na^^ disintegrations was 1.12 x 
-910 , so the counting rate due to gamma rays alone was negligible. The
background counting rate was approximately 21 counts per minute with no 
neutron source present. The cause of this background is unknown.
By making measurements at different flow rates through the count­
ing volume, the half-life of against neutron emission (4.80 + 0.33 
seconds) was observed to approximately coincide with the published half- 
life of 4.lh seconds. Corrections were made for the decay of while 
passing through the counting volume.
Argon
hiA activity in the cooling water was not determined for several
reasons. One reason for this omission is that the 1.29 Mev gamma-ray peak
hi 2kof A was covered by the I .368 Mev peak of Na . Since the half-life
hi 2k hiof A is less than the half-life of Na , the gamma-ray peak of A will
2h 2kvanish before the gamma-ray peak of Na . Thus, waiting for the Na to
decay out would be of no value.
hiThe activity of A in the reactor cooling water decreases with
time. This may be inferred from the results in TABLE VIII. These results
were obtained with the 3-liter counting volume. The reason that the I.83-
hl 2khour A gamma-ray peak could be seen, even though the 19.0-hour Na peak
usually covers it, was due to the cation exchanger removing almost all of
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TABLE VIII
41DECREASE OF THE ACTIVITY OF A WITH TIME
n in Cycles
Counts Per Minute of a 41
Effluent From The 
Cation Exchanger
Effluent From The 
Anion Exchanger
Effluent From the 
Mixed-Bed Exchanger
4 3 .9 1,280,000 468,000 206,000
236 166,000 105,000 133,000
641 36,600 68,800
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2k 2kthe Na . Previously, it had been attempted to subtract out the Na peeik,
but the results were discouraging.
Although the results might indicate some removal of by ion 
exchange, this really is immaterial.
illThe reason for the decrease in activity of A with time is that
illA is the only observed activity that is due only to an impurity of the 
stable element in the cooling water. This contention will be verified 
later. However, the amount of stable argon in the water decreases with 
time due to its removal by the vacuum degasifier, although it is added in 
slight amounts by the make-up water.
One might then argue that even though this is the case, an equi­
librium value would still be reached. This idea is invalid since the 
amount of argon in the make-up water varies with the atmospheric pressure 
and the temperature of the make-up water, both of which vary somewhat, even 
during a period of one day.
Since the demineralized water is stored in an environment ex­
posed to atmospheric air, one might be interested in calculating the amount
of argon to be expected in such a water at equilibrium. This is easily
done by first calculating the concentration of argon in the cooling water 
as if it were exposed to a pure argon atmosphere and had reached equili­
brium (using the desired temperature and atmospheric pressure).
If this figure is multiplied by the decimal fraction of argon 
by volume in dry air at sea level (0.009^) times the quantity atmospheric 
pressure minus the vapor pressure of water at this temperature (since it 
must be assumed that the air in contact with the water is saturated with
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water vapor) this gives the partial pressure of argon.^ If this product 
is divided by the atmospheric pressure, the result is the concentration 
of argon in the water. The same procedure could be applied to other gases 
found in air. This procedure was applied to the demineralized water, and 
the calculated value of the concentration of argon in the demineralized 
water agreed with the experimental value within the experimental error 
shown.
If the vacuum degasifier was started early enough before the
4lreactor was started, then it is obvious that the amount of A in the 
reactor cooling water would be very unlikely to be of any consequence 
compared with the various other activities present. Thus, the role of 
argon in the reactor cooling water appears to be unique.
Removal of Active Nuclides by Ion Exchange 
One of the main assumptions that will be made in the theories 
to be developed is that the efficiency of ion exchange, E, expressed as 
a decimal fraction for the particular isotope in question, is a constant 
in time, and is independent of the activity of the radioactive isotope in 
question. Although this was subsequently verified in an indirect manner 
(which will be discussed later), it was also verified directly.
Only the radioactive isotopes Na^^, Zn^^, Cd^^^, In^^^™,
ll̂ O llt-0 2Ba , and La were studied since ion exchange is a negligible factor
in the removal of the other radioactive isotopes previously discussed.
^Gordon Maskew Fair and John Charles Geyer, Water Supply and 
Waste-Water Disposal (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1956)•
2Their removal is by decay alone.
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However, no results are listed for and since their gamma-ray
peaks were not observed. For purposes of calculation, the value of E for
^^ll;m assumed to be the same as the value of E for Cd^^^ and the value
iio lUOof E for Ba was assumed the same as the value of E for La
The results of the ion exchange experimentation were obtained 
by collecting 3 liter samples at the inlet to the ion exchange columns, 
at the cation exchanger effluent, at the anion exchanger effluent, and 
at the mlxed-bed exchanger effluent. These results are tabulated in 
TABLE IX.
The blank spaces in TABLE IX indicate that either the radio­
active isotope had decayed away before counting or that too little was left 
to form a peak, or that the peak was covered by the spectrum of a higher 
energy gamma emitter.
The explanation as to why the demineralizer results bounce up 
and down with the number of passes is somewhat involved. However, the 
major cause of this effect is due to the poor quality of some of the photo­
peaks after a substantial amount of the particular radioisotope had been 
removed. Even though the total number of counts under the photopeak may 
be large enough so that the statistical variation in this total number is 
small, the photopeak can still be very ragged and difficult to evaluate 
quantitatively. However, the important result of the demineralizer study 
is the value of E for each radioisotope. Since, in general, only a small 
amount of the radioisotope remained, the value of E was large and, there­
fore, would not vary very much. The ion exchange efficiency, or fraction 
of the activity removed by the ion exchangers, is generally much greater
Uo
TABLE IX
RESULTS OF THE ION EXCHANGE EXPERIMENTATION
Nuclide n
Percentage of Original Concentration Re­







43.9 0.0521 0.0606 0.0287
4 3 .9 90 .4 4 7 .3 18.9
Cd^5 4 3 .9 15.8 3 .56 2 .53
ln^5m
43 .9 15.0 2 .7 8 2 .54
La^^ 4 3 .9 64.4 52.7 52.4
Nf/^ 236 0.0132 0 .0218 0.00910
236 169
236 29.9 3 .76 3.94
la^5m 236 19.5 2.22 2 .52
La^^ 236 105 45 .1 75.2
Nâ ^̂ 64i 0.00251 0.00642 0.00604
641 25.7
Cd^5 641 13.7 1.88 1 .93
Inll5m 64l 30.5 5.64 6.62
La"^ 64l 2 3 .3 37 .4 52.7
Na"^ 2,24o
2,240 26.6 9 .3 2 8 .30
Cd^^ 2,240 6 .3 9 0.-741 0.468
ln^5m 2,240 11.6 4 .65 4 .34
Lalk) 2,240 19.6 8 .5 7 6 .57
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than the fraction of the activity remaining after passing through the 
ion exchangers.
The demineralizer studies, despite variations in the results, 
do show that the cation exchanger removes the greatest quantity of radio­
active material in most cases. This may well be due in part to the fact 
that it is the first column in the series. Cation exchangers are generally 
placed first since they are more resistant to radiation damage than anion 
exchangers.^ However, the anion exchanger obviously is well worth while 
since it effects a large reduction in the remaining radioactive material, 
even though the fluid has already passed through the cation exchanger.
The mixed-bed exchanger contributes little or nothing to the 
removal process. Althou^ this is due in part to the fact that it is the 
last in the series, the main reason is the difficulty of regeneration.
The anion and cation resins in the mixed-bed exchanger have to be separa­
ted hydraulically, which is difficult enough, and have to be regenerated 
separately, which from a practical standpoint, is difficult to carry out 
with any appreciable success. Thus, it seems that the mixed bed exchanger 
could be entirely removed with little, if any, decrease in efficiency.
From the results, it is apparent that there is no change in the 
efficiency of removal of a particular radioactive isotope with time or with 
its activity, since all the activities reported increased with time. The 
resistivity of the cooling water is apparently constant in time until the 
ion exchange medium is saturated.
D. W. Moeller, G. W. Leddicotte, and S. A. Reynolds, "Behavior 
of Radionuclides on Ion Exchange Resins," American Chemical Society Meet­
ing (St. Louis, March 27, I96I).
k2
Studies made by Moeller^ show graphs of the gross geunma radio­
activity as a function of bed depth. In both the cation and anion ex­
changers the activity is very h i ^  near the top of the bed, dropping 
sharply (by a factor of about 100) to an approximately constant value for 
the rest of the bed depth. This residual constant activity could be act­
ivity that was not removed by the last regeneration. This would explain 
the apparently constant activity below a certain point.
As further evidence to support the hypothesis of incomplete 
regeneration, the gross gamma decay curves below the surface of the beds 
are almost identical. Although the surface decay curve shows an initial 
decay of shorter half-life activity, the remaining residual activity 
exhibits the same half-life as the curves taken further down into the 
bed. Apparently long half-life radioactive isotopes are scattered through­
out the beds while the shorter half-life radioactive isotopes are found 
only near the surface. During regeneration, the bed is thoroughly mixed, 
thus, accounting for the uniform residual activity throughout the beds due 
to incomplete regeneration.
Moeller’s studies indicate that the ion exchange resins are 
exhausted from the top down. This means that a different volume of resin 
would only take a different time to exhaust, and the time of exhaustion 
would vary directly as the size of the bed. A higher flow rate would reduce 
the time between regenerations, and a lower flow rate would increase the 
time between regenerations.
D. W. Moeller, Radionuclides in Reactor Cooling Water - Iden­
tification, Source and Control, Oak Ridge National Laboratory Report Number 
2311, (Oak Ridge, Tennessee: June 12, 1957)•
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Another possible interpretation of Moeller’s data is that the 
efficiency of ion exchange decreases with an increase in the half-life of 
the radioactive isotope. TABLE X casts some doubt on this idea. However, 
the only sure way to prove the hypothesis one way or the other is to take 
a new resin and put a mixture of radioactive isotopes of the same element 
through it. If this latter interpretation is correct, then E should be a 
function of the half-life.
In TABLE X, the effective half-life listed is the half-life of 
the radioactive isotope itself or the half-life of its parent, if the 
parent half-life is greater. The value of E was determined by taking an 
average of the values listed in TABLE IX under the mixed-bed exchanger, 
dividing by 100, and subtracting from one.
Recoil Mechanism Study
As a part of the present study, a neutron activation analysis
23was made of aluminum with the result that the Na content of aluminum
23is 20.6 ppm. However, the Na content of aluminum does not significantly
24contribute to the Na activity of the reactor cooling water since ^  is 
a constant. Zia will be shown to be a constant later.
As proof of this contention, two aluminum foils identical in 
size and weight were each thoroughly washed for over an hour in acetone 
and then for over an hour in demineralized water. These foils were then 
dried and irradiated in position 2 in hole 71 (about 13" from the bottom 
of this facility) of the Graphite Reactor for a period of 15 hours. Before 
Irradiation, one foil was covered on both sides by O .036 inches of cad­
mium which absorbed all but 3*37 x 10 ^ per cent of the thermal neutrons.
kh
TABLE X 
EFFICIENCY OF ION EXCHANGE
Nuclide Effective Half- Life in Days E
Na^^ 0.625 1.000
calls 2 .2 0.978




but only 1.1% of the fission neutron flux. As expected, the two foils 
2k 1had different Na activities; but, after being thoroughly shaken with
2kdemineralized water for over an hour after irradiation, the Na activity
of the two waters proved to be the same within experimental error (actually 
2kthe Na activity of the water from the cadmium shielded foil was slightly 
larger than the activity of the water from the unshielded foil). The 
aluminum foils were only 0.004" thick, and calculations showed that there 
was only a negligible reduction in the neutron flux by absorption of 
neutrons in the saa^le.
2kThe recoil range of Na produced by the (n,a) reaction on 
aluminum will be shown later to be 5-52 x 10 centimeters. Thus, the 
effective thickness of the reaction is I .38 x 10* centimeters.
In order to check this calculation experimentally, the following 
equation was used;
effective thickness = T.ne loii/ (18)
where
2kis the disintegration rate of Na in the water, and
2kA^ is the disintegration rate of Na in the foil that was ceidmium shielded. 
The experimental value of the effective thickness turned out to be ? x 
10  ̂centimeters + 25^ which does not agree with the calculated value.
Therefore, in order to more nearly approach the conditions 
actually existing in a nuclear reactor, a foil of the same size and weight
■*T?he Na^^ activity of the unshielded foil would be a combination 
of the activity due to the (n,y) reaction on the sodium in the aluminum 
plus the activity due to the (n,a) reaction on aluminum whereas the acti­
vity of the shielded foil would be due to the later reaction only.
2It will be shown later that the effective thickness is equal 
to the recoil range divided by four.
(Thickness of the foil)
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as before was placed in 20 cubic centimeters of demineralized water and 
another polyethylene bottle was filled with 20 cubic centimeters of 
demineralized water, but no foil. Both bottles were placed in the same
position as the foils discussed earlier and irradiated for the same length
24of time. By subtracting the Na activity in the water that had no foil 
24from the Na activity of the water containing the foil, the activity of 
the water due to the n,a reaction on aluminum could be ascertained. This 
activity turned out to be 17-3 times greater than that observed in the 
experiments described earlier. This indicates an addition rate that is 
17-3 times greater than the addition rate obtained in the previous experi­
mentation. From this latter experiment, the empirical relation
- f tr = (^(area of aluminum)(3-90 x 10 ) (19)
is obtained where (|) is the neutron flux in neutrons per square centimeter
per second. Substituting in the values applicable to the ORR, one obtains
12 24a value for r that is 4.09 x 10 atoms per second of Na or a value that
is 5*74 times too high.^ Therefore, this type of experimentation is
apparently too crude to yield reliable results and, for this reason,
should be avoided whenever possible.
The presence of aluminum oxide film on the irradiated foil would 
tend to make the value of r calculated by equation (19) low rather than high, 
since the aluminum oxide film is bound to be thicker on the foils than in 
the ORR since the pH of the foil water was higher. The thickness of the 
oxide film increases with pH as will be shown later.
CHAPTER IV
THEORY
In order to understand what is taking place in a reactor cool­
ing system, it is necessary to become acquainted with the theories in­
volved. Several theories exist, and these will be discussed. In every 
case, these existing theories have been modified by the author to more 
exactly coincide with experimental reality. In addition, new theories 
have been developed by the author to fill in some of the remaining gaps.
Although some of the equations to be discussed will be derived 
in terms of a water-cooled reactor system, it is obvious that, by appro­
priate manipulation, they are equally applicable to reactor cooling fluids 
in general. The reason for talking in terms of a water-cooled system is 
that this type of system is probably the most readily understood and the 
simplest to study.
In general, a reactor cooling system may be thought of as a 
single loop of pipe. The various devices for the removal of radioactive 
material from the coolant are simply connections to this loop through which 
a small portion of the coolant is passed. Thus, only a small fraction of 
the total coolant passes through a cleaoa-up device during any one cycle.
Derivation of the Equilibrium Equations for 
Nuclear Reactor Cooling Fluids 
A nuclear reactor cooling system is easier to treat theoretically 
when the system is at equilibrium. A nuclear reactor cooling system never
U?
1+8
comes to equilibrium as far as the specific activities of the respective 
radioactive isotopes in the cooling system are concerned. However, after 
a long period of operation, the system will closely approach equilibrium.
A theory has been developed by the author that will permit the prediction 
of equilibrium conditions from data obtained at non equilibrium conditions. 
The two equations that are developed in this section are valuable as an
aid to the better understanding of a reactor cooling system.
The Rate of Production Equation
McLain^ is responsible for the general trend of the following
derivation, but it has been modified to some extent in order to be more
general in application. If equilibrium conditions are assumed to prevail
in a reactor cooling system, then a material balance can be written for
the equilibrium specific activity, a, of a radioactive isotope in the 
2system as follows :
M = o = ^ - b E N - \ N - c N -  GE N (20)
or _________^ _ /g. \
" v(bE + \ + c + GEg) ( '
where
N is the number of active nuclei present per milliliter,
T is the time in seconds, and
A. McLain, Na^^ Activity in the HFIR Prlmry Coolant Water, 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory Central Files Number 60-6-75, (Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee: June 8, 1960).
^The equilibrium specific activity, a, of a radioactive isotope 
in a nuclear reactor coolant is by definition directly proportional to the 
neutron flux which in turn is, by definition, directly proportional to the 
power of a given nuclear reactor.
k9
is the efficiency of vacuuii degasification expressed as a decimal frac­
tion for the particular radioactive isotope in question (E^ = 0 for other 
than gases).
In a reactor cooling system there may be, in addition to a 
vacuum degasifier, vents to an off-gas system which is under a slight 
vacuum. Clearly this will affect only gases in the system. This can 
best be handled quantitatively by modifying the value of E . In thisU
case. Eg could have a value greater than 1. A method for determining 
this modified value of E„ is given later on.Lr
By definition
r = VZ(j) (22)
where
V is the volume within which the neutron flux is <{) in cubic centimeters, 
and
E is the macroscopic cross section for the process in units of reciprocal 
centimeters.
/ON
z: = 0- (23)
where
P  is the density of the bombarded material in grams per cubic centimeter,
gois Avogardro's number (6.02 x 10 ) in reciprocal moles,
CT is the microscopic cross section for a specific reaction in square cen­
timeters , and
A is the isotopic weight of the bombarded isotope.
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The Specific Activity Equation 
Another equation that \j111 be useful for equilibrium conditions 
in a reactor cooling system is one first developed by Binford.^ This 
equation has also been modified in order to be more general in application. 
When the reactor cooling system is at equilibrium, the increase in specific 
activity of a radioactive isotope in a reactor cooling system upon 
passing through the reactor core is equal to the reduction in specific 
activity by ion exchange, decay, dilution, and degasification.
The specific activity equation is derived in the following 
manner. The specific activity, a^, of the coolant when it is diluted 
with the make-up water is
= (1 - f)a (24)
where
f = ct. (25)
The activity of the coolant when it is diluted with the coolant
by-passed through the demineralizers is
a^^ = (1 - Eg)a^ = (1 - Eg)(l - f)a (26)
where
g 5 bt. (27)
The specific activity of the coolant when it is diluted with 
the coolant by-passed through the vacuum degasifier is
^iii = - EgH) = (1 - Eg)(l - f)(l - EgH)a (28)
where
H = Gt. (29)
1D. W. Moeller, Radionuclides in Reactor Cooling Water - Identi­
fication, Source and Control, Oak Ridge National Laboratory Report Number 
2311, (Oak Ridge, Tennessee: J'one 12, 1957)*
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Because of decay, the specific activity of the coolant is
reduced to
\v = ^ii®’^^ = (1 - Eg)(l - f)(l - EgH)ae"'̂ .̂ (30)
Now
a = a^y + ^a = (l - Eg)(l - f)(l - EgH)ae"^^ + ^  (31)
so that
'm  = a[l - (1 - Eg)(l - f)(l - EgH)e"^tj (32)
which is the desired specific activity equation.
The Non-Equilibrium Equation 
Since both equations (21) and (32) are in terms of the specific 
activity a of the coolant at equilibrium, it became imperative to develop 
an equation that would allow calculation of this value of a from measure­
ments made at non-equilibrium conditions.^
First, in order to simplify matters, let us define
h = (1 - Eg)(l - f)(l - EgH)e"^^. (33)
Then if a^ is the initial activity of the coolant, the activity after one
cycle will be
a^ = a^h + (34)
The activity after 2 cycles will be
2a^ = a^ h + aa = (a^h + ûa)h + Aa = a^h + Aa(l + h). (35)
The activity after 3 cycles will be
o 2a^ = a^h + àa = a^h + zla(l + h + h ). (36)
^Non-equilibrium conditions are with respect to the specific 
activities in the coolant. Therefore, under non-equilibrium conditions, 
the specific activities have not yet reached their maximum specific activi­
ties .
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Therefore, the activity after n cycles will be
, n , .2 ,n-l\h + ^ ( 1  + h + h + ... + h )
= ■‘o*'” + ( V r i )
= a^h^ - a(h^ - l)
= (a^ - a)h^ + a. (37)
Obviously a plot of versus h"' will be a straight line. This
contention is experimentally verified in Chapter V. This fact offers a 
method by which the modified value of may be ascertained as previously 
mentioned. If three values- of a^ are obtained, then the value of may
be adjusted by a trial-and-error method until a straight line plot is
obtained.
The equilibrium specific activity a is related to the activity 
a^ measured after n cycles by the relation
, n a - a^h
a = -- ' (38)
1 - h
a^ may be measured at any time after the reactor has reached full power, 
and a^ is, of course, measured n cycles later.
By use of equation (37), it is possible to relate the specific 
activity of a particular radioactive isotope at any time to its equili­
brium specific activity. This is an important development since all 
experimental values can only be obtained for non-equilibrium conditions. 
Also, reactors are operated only for finite intervals of time, and the 
practical quantities of interest may well be quite different from the 
same quantities evaluated at equilibrium.
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Activity Attributable to Recoil Mechanism
Derivation of the Recoil Equation
1 2 Schweinler proposed the following derivation of the recoil
equation. Consider a rectangular parallelepiped with edges dx, dy, dz
located inside a material a distance x from the surface of the material.
2 ^The area of a sphere is W R  ; and the area of a zone is 2%R(R - x), so
the ratio of the area of the zone to the area of the sphere is (R - x)/2R. 
Then of all the recoil nuclei emitted hy this rectangular parallelepiped, 
(R - x)/2R of them will pass through the surface where R is the recoil 
range^ in centimeters. This is reasonable, since when x = 0, l/2 of the 
particles will pass through the surface, and when x = R, none of the par­
ticles will pass through the surface.
Therefore, in this case,
fj
r = if)Z f dx dy dz
= (j)E (area)
(39)
where the area is in square centimeters.
Interview with H. Schweinler, Theoretical Nuclear Physicist, 
Solid State Physics Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee, January 4, 196I.
^When the bombarding particle has an energy in excess of the 
threshold energy for a particular nuclear reaction, this excess energy 
appears as additional kinetic energy of the products of the reaction. The 
term recoil is used to denote the subsequent movement of the product atom.
Richard Stevens Burington, Handbook of Mathematical Tables 
and Formulas, (Sandusky, Ohio: Handbook Publishers, Inc., 195^).
LThe recoil range is simply the straight line distance that the 
product atom travels after its formation.
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Recoil Range
The next subject of interest is the matter of obtaining a recoil 
range for the reaction of interest. Nielsen^ obtained the following the­
oretical expression for the recoil range:
(0.6 X 10"3) ^2^/3 ^ g2/3 (, ^ . )A EL
" ------------- —  z^4ïp —
where
Z is the atomic number,
A is the atomic weight,
Ep is the energy of the recoiling atom in Mev, 
the subscript 1 denotes the recoiling atom,
the subscript 2 denotes the matrix material, and
2^  is the density of the matrix material in grams per cubic centimeter. 
However, Nielsen claims that equation (4o) is not applicable when both 
Z^ = Zg and A., = A^ since the recoil atoms may lose all of their energy
in a head-on collision with a common target atom. Actually the equation
agrees with experimental values obtained by Schmitt and Sharp within a 
factor of two even when this is the case.
Recoil Energy
Since all the quantities in equation (4o) are known with the 
exception of E^, it is necessary to discuss the determination of for
A. Schmitt and R. A. Sharp, "Measurement of the Range of Recoil 
Atoms," Third Semi-Annual Radiation Effects Symposium, III (October, 195â).
2A result of acsuiemic interest is the fact that the range in air 
in centimeters at standard temperature and pressure is equal to the range 
in aluminum in milligrams per square centimeter times 0.632. For other 
than conditions of standard temperature and pressure, it is obvious from 
equation (4o) that the range is inversely proportional to the density.
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four different kinds of reactions. These four-reactions are (n,y), (n.f), 
(n,a), and (n,p).
The recoil energy of the nuclide resulting from a slow neutron 
(n,f) capture reactions is given hy Yosim and Davies^ to be
(5.36 X 
&   -------Â];-------
where is the energy of a capture gamma ray in Mev. Unfortunately, 
neutron capture usually results in the emission of gamma-rays with several 
different energies, the probability of emission of each energy group dif­
fering from that of the others. The probability of emission is the number
of capture gammas of that energy emitted per capture. An effective value 
2for E^ can be calculated by multiplying the square of the energy of each
capture gamma-ray by its probability of emission and using the sum of
2these products as the effective value for E^ .
It is known that the total kinetic energy of fission fragments 
2is 162 Mev. If E^ is the kinetic energy of the light fission fragment
in Mev and E^ is the kinetic energy of the heavy fission fragment in 
Mev, then
E^ + Eg = 162. (42)
From the conservation of momentum, we know that
^Samuel Yosim and T. H. Davies, "Recoil Atoms from Slow Neutron 
Capture by Gold and Indium Surfaces," Journal of Physical Chemistry, LVT
(1952), pp. 599-603.
2Samuel Glasstone and Milton C. Edlund, The Elements of Nuclear
Reactor Theory (New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1957).
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where
is the mass of the light fission fragment in atomic mass units, and 
A^ is the mass of the heavy fission fragment in atomic mass units.
Finally we know that (approximately)
A^ + Ag = 23k. (44)
Therefore, with equations (42), (43), and (44), it is possible to deter­
mine the kinetic energy of any fission fragment.
In order to determine the recoil range of fission fragments, 
it is necessary to refer to Evans.^ According to Evans, the value of
should be 20 for 8r^^ and 22 for Xe^^^. In order to be perfectly
clear, will be used to denote this modification value of Z^. In 
addition, Evans gives experimental data that indicate that, all other 
things being constant, R should be approximately proportional to 
where x has a value slightly greater than 1/2. It was found that this
value of X is 0.553* This value was arrived at by using equation (4o),
2substituting Z^ for Z^, and the data of Finkle and others. Finkle gave
the range in aluminum in milligrams per square centimeter for Sr^^, Zr^^,
Ru Te^29, 1^31  ̂ Ba^^, Ce^^^, and Ce^^^. In the calculations made
here, it was assumed that Z^ = 20 = Z^ for all the light fission frag­
ments and that Z^ = 22 = Z^ for all the heavy fission fragments. By 
making this assumption and using the fact that R is directly proportional
Mobley D. Evans, The Atomic Nucleus (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., L955).
Finkle and others, "Ranges of Fission-Recoil Fragments of 
Known Mass Numbers," Radiochemical Studies: The Fission Products, ed.
C. D. Coryell and N. Sugarman (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
1951), IX, Div. IV, 471. - -
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to the correct ranges of all these fission fragments in aluminum
were predicted with an error of less than 1^. Therefore, in order to
calculate the recoil range of fission fragments, the following equation 
should be used:
(0.6 X 10‘3)/z^/3 + (A + A ) A
« ' --------------  ̂ -  4 A ^ — ' - - • <“5)
A method for obtaining a value of for (n,p) and (n,a) reac­
tions is somewhat more complicated. Neutron energy thresholds for endo-
ergic reactions are given by^
(46)
where
is the threshold energy in Mev,
A is the atomic weight of the target nuclide, and
the Q of the reaction in Mev can be calculated from isotopic-mass tables. 
If Q is positive, the reaction is exoergic, and it can occur with slow 
neutrons; if Q is negative, the reaction is endoergic and fast neutrons 
are required. The reason the threshold energy of the incident neutron.
E^, at which the reaction becomes possible, is actually slightly greater 
than -Q, is because a fraction, l/(A + l), of the incident neutron energy 
is imparted as translational kinetic energy of the entire compound nucleus. 
As the neutron energy E^ increases, the excess of E^ over E^ appears as 
additional kinetic energy of the products.
Robert S. Rochlin, "Fission-Neutron Cross Sections for Thresh­
old Reactions," Nucleonics, XVII (January, 1959); PP* 5^-55-
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The average neutron energy, E^, for a particular reaction is
given hy the folloving equation:
■ o>=
(47)




where s(E^) will be discussed later and
P(E^) is the penetrability of the barrier that confronts the proton (or 
alpha-particle) as it emerges from the compound nucleus.^ The penetrability, 




vh arc cos x . ,1/2 (1 . ,)l/2
,-10
where
z = 1 for p, 2 for a, 
e is the electronic charge {k.Qo x 10 electrostatic units), 
V is the particle velocity in centimeters per second, 
h is Planck's constant (6.62 x 10 erg-sec), and
E'X = B •
(49)
(50)
^D. J, Hughes, Pile Neutron Research (Cambridge 42, Mass.: 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 1953)-
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E' is the particle energy in Mev, and 
B is the barrier hei^t in Mev.
Now
2e’
where e ' must be converted into ergs by the use of the fact that 1 Mev =
1.60 X 10 ^ ergs, and Ap must be converted into grams by the use of the
—2^fact that 1 atomic mass unit = 1.66 x 10 grams.
If the kinetic energy acquired by the residual nucleus is
neglected, then
e' = - E^. (52)
Finally, the empirical relationship for B given by Hughes is
z Z
B = 0.96 . (53)
The penetrability rises from zero at E' = 0 to unity at E' =
B, and gives the main variation in the cross section in this energy region.
27 2kEquation (48) can be evaluated graphically. For the ^^Al (n,a)p^Na 
reaction, E^ = 8 .9k Mev and for the p^Al^^(n,p)pgMg^^ reaction, E^ =
5.16 Mev.
Since the value of E^ is somewhat in error due to the assump­
tions made in obtaining the penetrability equation, and since the fission 
neutron cross sections that will ultimately be used to calculate the 
value of r are also uncertain, it would seem to be desirable to find an 
energy that is reasonably close to E^, but easier to obtain. Such an 
energy is the effective threshold energy E^. E^ is slightly less than
éO
E , but this difference becomes smaller as E and E increase. For n' e n
2T 2U —example, for the ^^Al (n,a)ĵ ^̂ Na reaction, E^ = 8.JO Mev whereas =
8 .9^ Mev and for the  ̂ (n,p)  ̂ reaction, E^ = U,60 Mev and E^ =
5.16 Mev. Since the error introduced by using E^ in place of E^ is 
almost certain to be less than the uncertainties in the cross section 
values, it appears that until better cross section values are available. 
Eg can be justifiably used in place of E^.
Without going into the determination of E^ for a given reac­
tion, since this is well done by Hughes,^ it will suffice to say that 
the meaning of the effective energy is that the correct reaction rate is 
obtained on the simple assumption that no neutrons with energies below 
Eg contribute to the reaction, but all above it do contribute with a 
constant activation cross section. Thus, the activation cross section 
is assumed to be zero below Eg and independent of neutron energy above
E . In the determination of the value of E , both the variation of CT e e
with E^ and the fission neutron spectrum are taken into account.
Using the data of Hughes where the values of Eg and are
tabulated for a number of (n,a) and (n,p) reactions, it has been found 
by the author that
Eg - Sp = j (54)
where
Eg - E^ is in Mev,
^D. J. Hughes, Pile Neutron Research (Cambridge 42, Mass.: 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 1953)-
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z is the atomic number of the bombarded atom,
and the values of the empirical coefficients^ i and j are given in TABLE
XI. Equation ($4) is accurate within + 2 per cent and the maximum observed
deviation was less than + 12 per cent.
2According to Evans, the recoil energy, E^, for (n,a) and (n,p) 
reactions, is given by the following equations:
\/% = ^ ± \/x2 + y (55)
where
,/A A,E
^ ^ ^ ^ cos 0 (56)Ai +
where
A^ is the mass of the incoming neutron (1.01 atomic mass units),
0 is the angle between the direction the incoming neutron was moving in 
and the direction the recoiling atom, A^, is moving in, and 
Ap is the mass of the emitted particle in atomic mass units. In this-- 
dissertation, in order to be on the safe side, the maximum recoil energy 
given by equation (55) vill be used. This maximum recoil energy occurs 
when the positive sign in equation (55) is chosen and when 0 is assumed 
to be zero degrees.
Since it was found that In (Eg - Eqj) versus In Z plots as a 
straight line for either (n,a) or (n,p) reactions within the range of Z 
given, the values of I and j were determined by least squares analysis.
Mobley D. Evans, The Atomic Nucleus (New York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc., 1955)-
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TABLE XI
COEFFICIENTS. FOR THE DETERMINATION OF E
1 J
n,a n,p" n,a n,p
Z < 15 1.16 1 .05 0 .278 0.170
Z > 15 0.790 0 .755 0 .735 0.377
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Integration of the Fission Neutron 
Spectrum Integral 
Quite often it is necessary to know the fission neutron flux 
within a certain energy range. For example, the neutron flux, in a 
nuclear reactor with neutron energies between 4 and 10 Mev, is often 
calculated.^ However, cross sections for threshold reactions are given 
in terms of the total fission neutron flux over all energies even though 
the neutrons in the lower energy part of the spectrum may not contribute 
to the reaction since they have energies below the theoretical threshold 
energy E^.
It should be pointed out here that it is often inçortant to de­
termine how closely the neutron energy spectrum in a certain position in 
a nuclear reactor corresponds with the fission neutron energy spectrum. 
Generally above a certain energy (approximately 2 Mev), the correspondence 
will be very close. In order to determine this energy, it is necessary 
to use target materials with different threshold energies. The observed 
fission neutron fluxes should all have the same value. However, as the
It would probably be worthwhile to ceilculate the neutron flux 
between other energy ranges in addition, such as between 1 and 10 Mev,
2 and 10 Mev, 3 eind 10 Mev, etc. As will be explained later, this would 
allow an estimation of the neutron energy above which the actual neutron 
energy spectrum coincided with the fission neutron energy spectrum. For 
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory Research Reactor, this neutron energy 
is 0 .8 7 Mev.
6k
threshold energy of the target materials "becomes lower, the observed fission
neutron fluxes begin to diverge from the observed fission neutron fluxes
for the target materials with higher threshold energies. Thus, it is
possible to determine above what energy the observed and calculated
fission neutron energy spectrums coincide.
Because of the steep slope of the fission spectrum above 2 Mev,
the effect of moderated neutrons on the spectrum can usually be neglected
1in the energy range above 2 Mev. Most theoretical threshold energies 
for fission neutron reactions (reactions caused by fission neutrons) are 
above 2 Mev.
The energies of the prompt neutrons vary from 15 Mev (the maxi­
mum energy observed for fission neutrons) dov.n to thermal values. The 
energy distribution is called the fission neutron spectrum. The fission 
neutron spectrum is represented by
-E /
s(E^) = k e sinh ^ m ^  (58)
where
s (E^) is the number of fission neutrons per unit energy normalized to one 
fission neutron,
E^ is the neutron energy in Mev, and
1 /2k, 1, and m have the respective values of (2/ne) ' , 1, 2 respectively
2for the Watt Spectrum and 0.45k, O.965, and 2.29 respectively for the
^D. J. Hughes, Pile Neutron Research (Cambridge 42, Mass: 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 1953)-
2Samuel Glasstone and Milton C. Edlund, The Elements of Nuclear
Reactor Theory (New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1957)•
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threshold energy of the target materials "becomes lower, the observed fission 
neutron fluxes begin to diverge from the observed fission neutron fluxes 
for the target materials with higher threshold energies. Thus, it is 
possible to determine above what energy the observed and calculated 
fission neutron energy specti'ums coincide.
Because of the steep slope of the fission spectrum above 2 Mev, 
the effect of moderated neutrons on the spectrum can usually be neglected 
in the energy range above 2 Mev.^ Most theoretical threshold energies
S.
for fission neutron reactions (reactions caused by fission neutrons) are 
above 2 Mev.
The energies of the prompt neutrons vary from 15 Mev (the maxi­
mum energy observed for fission neutrons), down to thermal values. The 
energy distribution is called the fission neutron spectrum. The fission 
neutron spectrum is represented by
-E
s(E^) = k e sinh ^ m ^  ($8)
where
s (E^) is the number of fission neutrons per unit energy normalized to one 
fission neutron,
E^ is the neutron energy in Mev, and
1 /2k, 1, and m have the respective values of (2/ne) ' , 1, 2 respectively
2for the Watt Spectrum and 0.454, O.965, 2.29 respectively for the
^D. J. Hughes, Pile Neutron Research (Cambridge 42, Mass: 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 1953)«
2Samuel Glasstone and Milton C. Edlund, The Elements of Nuclear
Reactor Theory (New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1957)«
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University of California Spectrum.^
Equation (58) has been normalized such that




s^ (E^) represents the Watt Spectrum, and
s„ (E ) represents the University of California Spectrum.
Hence, in order to obtain the fission neutron flux within a 
certain energy range, it is necessary to evaluate the following integral: 
■ w /-w / -E /, \
s (E ) dE = n n k e sinh IdE^ (61)
where u and w are the lower and upper limits of integration respectively 
in Nev. Formerly equation (6l) was evaluated by numerical integration. 
However an analytical solution of equation (6l) has been developed in this 
study.
The method of solution is as follows :
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where erf (x) is the error function of x.
Francis Weston Sears, An Introduction to Thermodynamics, The
Kinetic Theory of Ganes, and Statistical Mechanics (Reading, Massachusetts :
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc. 1956).
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-U^ -W^\ /jtlme I + erf (W) - erf (U)
- e.-Y^ ^  /erf (Y) - erf (X)J
Therefore, the solution of equation (6l) is 
I ke ~ sinh \/mEj.
u
J dE^
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For convenience, several values of erf (x) are listed in TABLE 
XII. An inspection of equation (7^) shows that erf (x) is undefined for 
negative values of x. So the values of u and w cannot be less than 0.500 




VALUES OF THE ERROR FUNCTION
X e r f  ( x ) X e r f  ( x )
0 0 1 . 6 0 . 9 7 6 3
0 . 2 0 . 2 2 2 7 1 . 8 0 . 9 8 9 1
o.h 0 . 4 2 8 4 2 . 0 0 . 9 9 5 3
0 . 6 0 . 6 0 3 9 2 . 2 0 . 9 9 8 1
0 . 8 0 . 7 4 2 1 - -  2 . 4 0 . 9 9 9 3
1 . 0 0 . 8 4 2 7 2 . 6 0 . 9 9 9 8
1 . 2 0 . 9 1 0 3 2 . 8 0 . 9 9 9 9
1 . 4 0 . 9 5 2 3
00 1 . 0 0 0 0
TO
Effective Retention Time 
The radioactive isotopes and 0^^) are produced by
activation of the coolant itself. The equations to be developed, in 
addition to applying to activation of the coolant, will also apply to 
impurities in the coolant. As will be shown later, the impurities in 
the coolant of the ORR were so minute that their contribution to the 
water activity was negligible.
First one starts with the basic equation^
A  = vztj(l - e"^%) (77)
and introducing equation (2 3) obtains
(t8),
where
A A ^  is the activity added by nuclear reactions as the coolant passes through 
the reactor core in disintegrations per second,
M is the mass of the bombarded element in grams,
T is the time of exposure to the neutron flux in seconds, and
J is the percent abundance of an isotope in an element divided by 100.
Now
A  A,rAm = — ......  —    ( 79)cubic centimeter of coolant '
and
  (80)cubic centimeter of coolant ”
^Samuel Glasstone and Milton C. Edlund, The Elements of Nuclear
Reactor Theory (New York: D. Van Nostrand Conqjany, Inc., 1957)-
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so equation (78) reduces to
Aa = (1 _ (81)
10 A
If one desires to know the needed retention time for a certain concentra­
tion p of a stable element to produce the observed ù&, one can solve for 
T with the result
^ = - <8 2) 
Bumup Effects
Bumup, as used here, refers to the reduction in the number of 
target atoms due to their nuclear transmutation by neutron bombardment.
A reduction in the number of target atoms would result in a reduction in 
the production rate of the radioactive isotope under consideration.




= - N̂ CTij) (8 3)
T_ _ -0-^
“t o " '
where
T is the exposure time in seconds to the neutron flux, and 




In this Chapter, the discussion will focus on the sources of 
radioactive isotopes in reactor cooling water and how to predict these 
activities. With the results of this Chapter and the preceding discus­
sion, it should he possible to predict the activity of almost any radio­
active isotope in almost any reactor coolant of almost any type of nuclear 
reactor.
Non-Equilibrium Equation Verification
Equation (37) has been verified experimentally. This has been
done by noting that if a^ (or a quantity proportional to a^) is plotted
versus h’̂, the result should be a straight line. When h”̂ = 1, a^ = a^,
and when h^ = 0, a^ = a. Thus, the slope is (a^ - a). In this experiment,
the value of b was changed to 1.12 x 10 ^ reciprocal seconds in order to
2kobtain a more rapid buildup of Na . The experimental results are given
in TABLE XIII, and these results are plotted in Graph 1. By least
squares analysis, it was determined that the coefficient of correlation
was -0.999 (a value of minus one would indicate perfect correlation).
The value of a at n = <=o is the maximum possible value of a . In n n
addition to verification of equation (37) experimentally, several 
other things can be inferred from the experimental results. In general, 
the assumption that E^ = 0 for non-gases is verified. The assumption 
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also verified. Finally, the contention that the filters and strainers in
the reactor cooling system remove a completely negligible amount of the
radioactive material from the coolant is confirmed.
2kWith respect to Na , it is apparent that the assumption that
Aa is a constant is well established. Thus, r is also a constant.
The aluminum surface area exposed to the thermal and fission
2kneutron flux apparently does not vary, as the experimentation with Na 
/ 2kshowed. (Na is formed by recoil mechanism by the n,a reaction on 
aluminum; this will be discussed in more detail later.) The reason for this 
is that the only difference between the upper and lower parts of the shim
rods is that the upper part is filled with cadmium instead of Then
as the shim rod moves up, the aluminum surface area removed from the thermal 
and fission neutron fluxes is equal to the aluminum surface area being 
introduced into the thermal and fission neutron fluxes.
2kOrigin of the Na Activity
2kThe idea has been advanced that the rate of addition of Na
to the cooling water of a reactor with aluminum clad fuel elements is
2kapproximately equal to the rate of Na production in the oxide films on
2kthese elements. It is assumed that the Na is removed from the oxide film 
immediately after its formation.
It has been estimated that the thickness of the oxide film on
1 Pthe High Flux Isotope Reactor ’ (HPIR) fuel plates will build up after 
10 days operation at 100 x 10^ watts to approximately l/2 mil for a water
22̂  ^The HFIR will have an average fission neutron flux of l.h] x
10 neutrons per square centimeter per second.
p 2kA. McLain, Na Activity in the HFIR Primary Coolant Water,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory Central Files Number 60-6-75, (Oak Ridge, 
Tennessee; June 8, I960).
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pH of 5«0 and. 2 mils for a water pH of 7.0. Assuming the density of this 
film to be 4 grams per cubic centimeter, the composition of this film to 
be AlgOg'HgO, and the pH of the ORR cooling water to be 6.0, the rate of
production of Na^^ in the ORR coolant would be 9-58 x 10^^ atoms per
second which is reasonably close to the actual value of 7.14 x 10^^ atoms 
per second.
However, the closeness of the results can be very misleading.
Since r has been proven experimentally to be a constant, the oxide film 
hypothesis does not appear to apply to the ORR. If the oxide film hypothe­
sis did apply, the value of r would not be a constant since the pH of the
cooling water for the ORR varies between approximately 5*5 and 6.5 within
a period of one day. Nothing is added to the ORR cooling water for pH 
control. Therefore, with no evidence to the contrary, it can be assumed 
that the oxide film hypothesis is invalid with respect to the ORR even though
it appears to give the ri^t answer. As will be shown later, the correct
24 27reaction rates for the production of Na and Mg are obtained by calcula­
tions which neglect any effects attributable to the oxide film. Where 
the pH of reactor cooling waters is controlled, nitric acid is added in 
order to prevent oxide film formation on the aluminum. This oxide film 
reduces the rate of heat transfer and, therefore, is very undesirable.
The film builds up faster as the temperature is increased.
Origin o? the Cadmium Activity 
During the course of the hydraulic tests of the ORR core, it 
was observed that the aluminum-canned cadmium insert in the control rods 
distorted and restricted water flow through the rods when leaks developed
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in the can. This was corrected by providing small holes in the downstream 
end of the can to relieve any pressure buildup. Thus, even though the 
cadmium is covered by aluminum, evidently some of the Cd^^^ and Cd^^^ 
produced eventually passes into the coolant via the small holes in the
llhbottom of the cans. It will be shown later that there is not enough Cd 
in the coolant to account for the amount of and Cd^^^ formed.
The total area of cadmium in the ORR core is 1.99 % 10 square centi­
meters. A calculation for the recoil ranges of Cd^^^^ and Cd^^^ would 
be subject to great error since the area of the cadmium is covered by alu­
minum and some of the Cd^^^^ and Cd^^^ atoms probably recoil into the alu­
minum. At any rate, it might be possible to clad the cadmium in such a way 
that the holes would not be necessary, since the fuel elements do not re­
quire holes. This would probably eliminate almost all of the Cd^^^,
and found in the cooling system.
The fission recoil ranges of Cd^^^™ and Cd^^^ are essentially 
the same. The fission yield of should be 0.0727 that of Cd^^^,
so the value of r for Cd^^^^ should be 0.0727 times the value of r for 
Cd^^^. However, the measured value of r for Cd^^^® is actually >2.86 
times that of Cd^^^ or > 39.3 times as large as it should be if these two 
radioactive isotopes were produced mainly by fission. Obviously then, 
fission is not the major producer of these two radioactive isotopes, but 
only a negligible producer.
Origin of Fission Products 
Of the radioactive isotopes listed in TABLE V, only 
Cd^^^, Ba^^, and La^^ might be produced as the result of fission.
II4QOf these, only Ba and La have a gaseous parent. Since the fission
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yield of is only O.OOO8# and the fission yield of Cd^^^ is only
0.011^ (and is the daughter of whereas the fission yield
of B a ^ ^  is 6.1# (and La^^ is the daughter of Ba^^), by comparing the
1̂ *0 1 !mvalues of r given in TABLE VII, it appears that only Ba and La are
produced by fission.^ The method of production of Cd^^^, and In^^^™
ihohas already been discussed. To further support this contention, Ba 
can only be formed one other way, that is by a second order (n,y) reac-
1-30tion on Ba which would only account for a negligible portion of the
^  IhO ,Ba produced.
Since the recoil range of Ba^^ in aluminum is only 1.02 x 10 ^ 
centimeters, it obviously does not recoil through the 3 .8I x 10 ^ centi­
meter thick fuel cladding.
Assuming that there are 3*1 x 10^^ fissions per second per watt 
2 1 ̂
of power, then 5*67 x 10 atoms per second is the total production rate
of Ba^ ^  in the ORR core. Hence, only a small fraction (I.03 x 10 of
this would have to leak into the cooling water in order to account for the 
1̂ 40observed Ba activity.
lUoThe decay chain leading to Ba is given as a matter of interest:
5I4 55 56
12^  (stable).
IhOOne hypothesis that might be used to account for the Ba in the water
^"Nuclei Formed in Fission: Decay Characteristics, Fission
Yields, and Chain Relationships," Journal of the American Chemical Society, 
IXVIII (1946), pp. 2411-2442.
2Samuel Glasstone and Milton C. Edlund, The Elements of Nuclear
Reactor Theory (New York: D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1957).
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to the apparent exclusion of other fission products (since they were not
iljOdetected in this study) is that Ba has a gaseous parent. However, this
parent hem such a short half-life that this can probably be dis-
IhOcounted. Also, Ba has a very high fission yield in comparison to most
other fission products (only 3 fission products have hi^er yields, 6.4#
being the highest).
Another hypothesis that might be advanced is the possibility
of diffusion through the fuel element cladding. However, using the
n odiffusion coefficient for Cd in silver, it was found that the rate 
of production of Ba^^ by this method would be approximately exp (-10^^)
atoms per square cm. per second. Even if the diffusion coefficient of
l4o n pBa in A1 differs by several orders of magnitude from that of Cd in
Ag, the diffusion rate would still be insignificant compared to the
i4oactual production rate of Ba in the ORR.
l4oIt might be supposed that the Ba activity results from the 
fission of in the reactor cooling water. However, as will be shown
l4olater, this is also a very unlikely source of the Ba activity.
According to Allen,^ the surface contamination of reactor fuel 
elements should be less than 0.013 x lO"^ grams of per square centi­
meter. This surface contamination occurs as the result of the processes 
employed in the rolling mills. The same rollers used in rolling the 
also roll on the fuel element cladding. Hence, bits of on the rollers
picked up from the are pressed into the fuel element cladding on the 
exterior surfaces.
H. Allen, A Contamination Monitor for Reactor Fuel Rods,
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited Report Number 1107, (Chalk River, Ontario,
Canada: September, I96O).
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As proof of this contention, Etaerŷ  exposed x-ray film to alu­
minum processed by the rolling mills and obtained darkening in discrete 
spots. He cut out some of the contaminated areas, irradiated them with
thermal neutrons, and observed a typical fission product gamma-ray spectrum.
i4oIt is postulated here that the Ba activity in the cooling
water is due to recoil nuclei from these contaminated areas. Therefore,
the surface contamination of the fuel element cladding surfaces of the
ORR can be calculated.
By means of equation (I5) the recoil range of Ba^^ in is
calculated to be x 10“^ centimeters. The effective cross section
for producing Ba^^ by fission of is equal to the cross section for
fission of in square centimeters times the fission yield expressed
as a decimal fraction. For Ba^^, this cross section is 3.6 x 10
square centimeters. From equation (23), the macroscopic cross section for
the process is I.7I reciprocal centimeters. From equation (39) the area
of the on the exterior of the fuel elements is found to be 1.88 x
10"^ square centimeters. Assuming the thickness is R which is equal to
5.47 X 10”^ centimeters, the volume of on the exterior of the fuel
elements is 1.03 x 10 cubic centimeters. Therefore, the surface con-
-9tamination of the ORR reactor fuel elements appears to be 4.71 x 10 grams 
of per square centimeter. This is only 36.2^ of the maximum per­
mitted value, yet it is enough to account for the total production of 
i4oBa in the ORR. Thus, if one determines a value for the surface con­
tamination of the reactor fuel elements, then it should be possible to 
calculate the equilibrium activity of any fission product in the coolant
w ....................             I.................................
^Interview with J. F. Emery, Chemist, Analyticeil Chemistry Divi­
sion, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee January k, I96I.
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of a reactor using the methods just employed. As a result of this study,
1 -Qthis value for the surface contamination appears to he 4.71 x 10 grams 
of per square centimeter of fuel element area.
It is expected that any other radioactive isotopes in the ORR 
coolant heyond those observed will, in all probability, be fission pro­
ducts. Hence, their activities can be calculated in the same manner.
Possibility of Detecting Fuel Element Rupture 
by Measurement of Delayed Neutrons 
From the preceding discussion, it is obvious that very little, if 
any, of the fission products produced inside a fuel element actually escape 
into the coolant. It is also apparent that were a fuel element to develop 
a rupture, the whole reactor cooling system would be badly contaminated 
with long half-life fission products within a relatively short time. There­
fore, it is inçerative that the rupture of a fuel element be detected as 
quickly as possible and before the rupture gets very large. Hence, not only 
must a proposed detection system be very sensitive, it must also have the 
capability for rapid response. Since the rupture of a fuel element is most 
likely at start-up, it must also be able to show a rupture at as low a 
power level as possible. Above all, it must give a certain indication of 
a rupture since a false alarm in this respect would prove to be very costly 
and troublesome.
One method proposed for detection of fuel element ruptures is 
setting a single-channel analyzer on some selected fission product’s 
gamma-ray peak. Thus, when the peak passed a certain predetermined level, 
one could infer a fuel element rupture. However, regardless of the gamma- 
ray energy peak chosen, it is Inevitable that many other gamma spectra
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would underlie it, all building up at different rates (and all the dif­
ferent rates changing with time). In order to avoid a premature alarm 
on a system of this sort it is necessary to select the level of activity 
at which one infers a fuel element rupture at rather a high level. This 
not only reduces the sensitivity but also involves a longer time lag 
between rupture and detection. In addition, the apparatus would be 
almost useless at start up, since the activities are changing at the 
greatest rates (and unknown rates) at this time.
However, if one uses the principle of delayed-neutron counting, 
all of the disadvantages of the gamma-ray system are avoided, and all the 
desired characteristics of a fuel element rupture detection system are 
obtained.
The delayed neutrons in a reactor are emitted following the 
beta decay of certain short half-life fission products. The delayed- 
neutron emitters follow the chemical processes of the element in ques­
tion. This can result in the delayed neutron being emitted at some point 
remote from the location of the parent fission event. In the event of 
a rupture, some delayed neutrons will be emitted by the fission products 
ceurried out of the reactor by the coolant flow. These neutrons may be 
detected as an indication of a fuel element rupture.
There are at least five groups of delayed neutrons which result
from fission. These groups are identified in TABLE XIV along with
X  2their known or suspected (parenthesized) emitters. *
^Samuel Glasstone emd Milton C. Edlund, The Elements of Nuclear 
Reactor Theory (New York: D. Van Nostrand Compeuiy, Inc., 195?)•
2D. C. Pound, Recirculating Gas Loop Rupture Monitoring, HW-51032, 
(June 20, 1957).
TABLE XIV
PROPERTIES OF DELAYED NEUTRONS IN SLOW-NEUTRON 
FISSION OF URANIUM-235








1 0.430 0.000840 ' 0.420 (Sbl3\ As85)
2 1 .52 0.00240 0 .620 (Sb^^^, I^^#, Tc^SG)
3 4 .51 0.00210 0 .430 Br89
k 2 2 .0 0.00170 0 .560 1I37
5 55.6 0.000260 0.250 Br87
CDCO
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In order to calculate the sensitivity of the proposed method 
for the ORR, the following was assumed:
1. The average thermal neutron flux over the reactor core is 
1.8 X 10^^ neutrons per square centimeter per second.
2. The flow rate of reactor cooling water through the reactor 
core is 17,$00 gallons per minute.
3. Each nucleus undergoing fission emits a total of 2.5
neutrons on the average.
4. The fission cross section of is 590 barns.^
5. The counting rate is double the counting rate due to
alone.
6. The has reached a saturation activity as far as delayed
neutron emission is concerned.
7. All the other values given in the preceeding discussion are
valid.
8. The detection apparatus is the same as that used for the 
17detection of N .
9. The efficiency of counting the delayed neutrons is the same 
as that given for 0.8 Mev neutrons.
10. The counting volume is located 17-3 seconds downstretm.
1711. The counting rate, due to the 0.9 Mev neutrons of IT , 
will be approximately 426 counts per minute + 5̂ »
In order to calculate the sensitivity, it is first necessary 
to convert the counting rate into specific activity using the counting
William H. Sullivan, Trilinear Chart of the Nuclides (New York: 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 196I).
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efficiency and counting volume. Then it is necessary to calculate the 
amount of decay that each neutron group undergoes. This gives a rela­
tion between the initial activity and the activity at the counting volume. 
The next step is to determine the number of neutrons emitted per second 
per gram of by using equations (22) and (23). In order to obtain
the initial specific activity of each delayed neutron group in neutrons 
per second per grean̂  the following equation is used
Aj = r (85)
where is the fraction of total fission neutrons emitted for each
delayed neutron group. Each of these values is then divided by the
appropriate decay factors to get the specific activity of each group
at the counting volume. These values are totaled to obtain the total
number of neutrons emitted per second per gram of at the counting
volume. This value is divided into the specific activity (in neutrons
per second per milliliter), calculated in the first step above, to obtain
the sensitivity in terms of grams of per milliliter which can be
12easily converted into parts per trillion by multiplying by 10 .
Next, the volume rate of flow through the reactor core is con­
verted into milliliters per second by using the appropriate conversion 
constants. When this value is multiplied by the grams of per milli­
liter, which was obtained above, the answer in grams of per second -
is obtained as the sensitivity of the detection apparatus. These cal­
culations show that a leak of 3.8l x lO”  ̂grams per second of can
be detected 17-3 seconds after the initial rupture occurs. This corres­
ponds to a concentration of 33*7 parts per trillion of in the reactor 
cooling water.
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The sensitivity could be increased by the following methods;
1. Location of the counting volume as few seconds downstream 
from the reactor core as possible.
2. Use of as many BF^ tubes as possible.
3. Improvement of the design of the moderating container.
4. Increase of the counting volume.
5. Elimination of glass in the apparatus.̂
A satisfactory fuel element rupture monitor including four BF^ 
tubes, preamplifier, amplifier discriminator, count rate meter, recorder, 
alarm, and high voltage supply could be purchased for approximately $2,000. 
This is much less than the equivalent gamma-ray equipment would cost.
One further advantage of delayed-neutron counting is that the
17count rate due to N is directly proportional to the power of the reactor.
17Then at any power level, the count rate due to N is known and any devia­
tion from this count rate would be an immediate indication of a fuel ele­
ment rupture.
Recoil Mechanism 
In this section, it is shown that the methods used in this dis­
sertation to calculate the specific activities of radioactive isotopes pro­
duced by {a,a) and (n,p) recoil reactions appear to be valid and probably 
can be used for materials other than aluminum. In order to proceed with 
this discussion of recoil mechanism, it will be necessary to quote some 
information from the literature. TABLE XV lists the most up-to-date,
^orosilicate glass absorbs neutrons rather strongly.
TABLE XV
THERMAL AND FISSION NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS FOR 
SEVERAL IMPOKEANT REACTIONS
Reaction











0^^(n,p)N^^ fission 0.0140 mb 0.0150 mb
0^^(n,p)N^7 fission 0.00930 mb
ol®(n,y)ol9 thermeO. 0.210 + 0.040 mb
Àl2?(n,a)Na2^ fission 0.600 mb 1.45 mb
Al27(n,p)Mg27 fission 3.4-2 mb 3.91 mb
Al27(n,7)Al2G thermal 0.210 + 0.040 b
Al27(n,y)Al2G fission 0.370 mb 0.270 mb
Zn^^(n,y)Zn^^ thermal 0.500 + 0.100 b
Cdll^(n,7)Cdll5* thermal 0.140 + 0.030 b
Cd^^^(n,r)Cd^^^ thermal 1.10 + 0.30 b
Cd^^5 — » ^




- self-consistent set of data taken from several sources.^^^*^'^'^'^'^'^'^
The microscopic cross sections are listed in terms of bams (b) or milli-
—2^bams (mb) where one bam = 10 square centimeters. The theoretically 
calculated microscopic cross sections are listed for interest only and were 
not used in the calculations.
TABLE XVI lists the percent abundance and the atomic weight of 
several isotopes of interest.TABLE XVII lists values of Q, and
Faull, An Experimental Study of Neutron Induced Activities 
in Water, Atomic Energy Research Establishment Report Number I919, (Har- 
well, Berks., England: 1957)-
2Robert S. Rochlin, "Fission-Neutron Cross Sections for Thresh­
old Reactions,"' Nucleonics, XVII (January, 1959), PP* 5̂ -55-
D̂. J. Hughes, Pile Neutron Research (Cambridge k2, Mass.: Addison-
Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 1953).
LCharles D. Hodgman, Robert C. Weast, and Samuel M. Selby, Hand­
book of Chemistry and Physics (Cleveland, Ohio: Chemical Rubber Publishing
Co., 1958).
^Paul A. Roys and Kalman Shure, "Production Cross Section of N^^ 
and N ," Nuclear Science and Engineering, IV (1958), pp. 536-5^5.
R̂. Hinves and K. Parker, Average Cross-Sections for Fission 
Spectrum Neutrons, United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Atomic Weapons 
Research Establishment Report Number 0-2/60, (Aldermaston, Berkshire, Eng­
land: April, i960).
7C. E. Mellish, "Threshold" Reaction Cross-Sections in Reactors - 
An Intercomparison, United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, Atomic Energy 
Research Establish^nt RepOi. ̂ Number R 3251, (Harwell, Berkshire, England: 
February, i960).
8J. W. Baum, Neutron Dosimetry - A Review, The University of 
Rochester Report Number 381, (Rochester, New York: March 29, 1955)•
QT. 0. Passell and R. L. Heath, Fission Neutron Cross Section 
Measurements for Threshold Reactions: Nickel as a Useful Fast Flux
Monitor, Phillips Petroleum Co., (Idaho Falls, Idaho: October 14, 1959)•
*̂̂ James M. Cork, Radioactivity and Nuclear Physics (New York:
D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., 1957)•
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TABLE XVI
PERCENT ABUNDANCE AND ATOMIC WEIGHT OF SEVERAL ISOTOPES
Isotope PercentAbundance








1 1 - " 24.0
IgMg?® 11.3 26.0
1 2 ^ " 27 .0
13-'" 100 27.0
13-'® 28.0









VALUES OF Q, EL,, AND E_ FOR SEVERAL FISSION 
NEUTRON REACTIONS
Reaction Q in Mev El̂p in Mev Eg in Mev
0l6(n,p)NlG - 9-50 10.22 11.7
ol7(n,p)Nl7 - 8.00 8.47 10.0
' Al2?(n,a)Na2^ - 3-18 3.27 8.70
Al27(n,p)Mg27 - 2.03 2.10 4.60
Al27(n,7)Al28 + 7.70
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for several fission neutron reactions which were obtained from some of the
same sources cited for microscopic cross sections. TABLE XVIII lists the
2krecoil ranges of several important reactions. The recoil ranges of Na
oyand Mg were calculated by means of equations (4o) and (55). The recoil 
range of Ba^^ was calculated using equation (^5). Equations (to) and
{kl) were used along with the experimental data of Troubetzkoy and Gold-
1 28 stein to calculate the range of A1 for the thermal neutron reaction.
The information in TABLE XVI was used in the calculation of the recoil
2k 27 28 , . itoranges of Na , Mg , A1 (thermal), and Ba
28The A1 produced in the cooling fluid by the thermal neutron
28reaction accounts for only 4.3# of the A1 produced. The remaining 95.7#
28of the A1 produced is produced by the fission neutron recoil reaction.
If this is assumed to be the case, then from the experimental data, the
27recoil range for the fission neutron (n,y) reaction on A1 is the range 
listed in TABLE XVIII. This range corresponds to a recoil energy of 4.19 
Mev.
27 28The capture gamma-rays of the fission neutron reaction A1 (n,y)Al 
are expected to be quite different from those for the same reaction induced 
by thermal neutrons. Since experiments at other than thermal energies are 
quite difficult, especially with the light nuclei for which the chainges are 
expected to be the most significant, it is not likely that any large volume 
of information of such fluctuations will become available in the future.
Troubetzkoy and H. Goldstein, A Compilation of Information 
on Gamma-Ray Spectra Resulting From Thermal-Neutron Capture, Oak Ridge 






Type of Neutron 
Flux Causing 
Reaction
Re'coil Range in 
Centimeters in 
Reactant
Al^'^(n,a)Na^^ fission -k5.75 X 10 ^
Al27(n,p)Mg27 fission 1.1+3 X 10
Al27(n,7)Al2G thermal 1.10 X 10"?
Al27(n,y)Ai28 fission 9-70 X 10"^
U^^^(n,f)Ba^^ thermal 5.47 X 10'^
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pkTABLE XIX lists the observed and calculated values of r for Na
27and Mg In every cane, the errors in the calculated values of r can 
be attributed to errors in the microscopic cross sections used in the 
calculations.
Compensation of Bumup of Contamination
by Shim Rod Movement 
The most likely place where bumup might have an effect on the 
production rate is the bumup of the contamination on the reactor
fuel element cladding. Since a fuel element is normally left in the 
reactor for a maximum of 55-8 days, then for this process is
0.600.
Before going any further with this discussion, it should be noted 
that the aluminum clad shim rods have a cadmium neutron absorber section at 
the top and a fuel section at the bottom. In order to keep the reac­
tor power level constant, the shim rods are continuously moving upwards to 
com^nsate for bumup of the in the fuel elements. Thus, even though 
the on the exterior of the stationary fuel elements is being reduced,
new surface area is being introduced into the reactor at a rate which tends
to compensate for the bumup of on the external surfaces of the fuel
1 ^elements. By following the buildup of La in the reactor over a period
where the calculated bumup would have been 5̂ , it was found that the
observed points fell on the straight line calculated on the assumption of
3 constant production rate. It appears, therefore, that within the
1̂ 40accuracy of the measurements, the production rate of La was constant.
9k
TABLE XIX
OBSERVED ̂  CALCULATED RATES OF PRODUCTION 
OF NaS4 AND Mg27 i n j hE COOLING WATER
Nuclide
r in Atoms 
per Second 
(observed)








7.14 % 10^^ 5.24 X 10^^ 5.45 X 1 0 ^
M g ^ 7.31 X 10^1 6.59 X 10^^ 7.76 X 10^1
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TABLE XX lists the data which verify the preceding statement.
Each sample was counted for 10 minutes. The value of g in equation (33)
was 0.00250 for this set of measurements. The calculated values of a^
in TABLE XX were calculated from the observed values of a^ at n = 43.9
and n = 236 using equation (37). Obviously, the agreement between the
calculated and the observed values of a is excellent.n
The data in TABLE XX also verify the fact that equation (37)
is valid for daughter radioactive isotopes as long as the half-life of the
parent is used in the calculations if the parent half-life is greater than
the daughter half-life. It also implies that the so-called plating out of
radioactive isotopes on the walls of the cooling system is insignificant
lliO ll+Ocompared to other methods of removal, at least for Ba and La , and
most likely for all the other radioactive isotopes as well. The data in
TABLE XIII implies that plating out of Na is insignificant compared to 
other methods of removal. Actually none of the radioactive isotopes 
listed in TABLE VII showed any significant plating out tendencies. Even 
if radioactive isotopes were observed on the walls of the cooling system, 
it appears that, in general, plating out is negligible in comparison 
with the other means by which radioactive isotopes are removed from the 
cooling system of a nuclear reactor.
Calculations have shown that bumup of the material being 
activated has a completely negligible effect on the rate of production 
of radioactive isotopes in the cooling water with respect to activation 
of the coolant itself and the fuel element cladding (where radioactive 




IN THE REACTOR COOLING WATER
n in 
Cycles
a-n in Counts 
Per Minute 
(Observed)
- in Counts 
Per Minute 
(Calculated)
0 .00 1.000 260
' " 43.9 0 .934 334
236 0.685 608
641 0 .358 968 966




Effective Fission Flux Retention Time 
Offhand, or-, might expect that the effective fission flux reten­
tion time would be very nearly the same as the actual retention time, since 
the fission neutron flux is rapidly moderated down to lower energies and 
would not extend far beyond the actual reactor core. Since and 
are produced by the fission neutron flux, calculations were made to 
determine what the activity should be if the effective retention time were 
equal to the actual retention time. On this basis, the value of for 
was calculated to be 6 .8I x 10^ disintegrations per second per milli­
liter which is only ^.55^ above the observed value of ÙB. of 6 .50 x 10^ 
disintegrations per second per milliliter. Also, on the same basis, the 
value of for was calculated to be 2.93 x 10^ disintegrations per 
second per milliliter which is 59^ below the observed activity of 5*30 x
210 disintegrations per second per milliliter. Since the differences 
between these values of âs. are no greater than those to be expected in 
view of the uncertainties in the microscopic cross sections used in the 
calculations, it seems that the actual retention time can be used in cal­
culations involving fission neutron flux reactions.
Effective Thermal Flux Retention Time 
It might be expected that the effective thermal flux retention 
time might be somewhat greater than the actual or effective fission neu­
tron flux retention time since the reduction in thermal flux outside of 
the core is partly compensated for by moderation of the fission neutron
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flux down to thermal energies.^ Hence, the thermal flux might he effec­
tive over a volume slightly larger them the actual coolant volume of the
core. Of course the effect vould depend on the size of the reactor core.
19If one uses the value of Ù8. for 0 to calculate the effective 
thermal flux retention time, the result is a value of 1 .2 9 seconds or 
21.U times as long as the actual or effective fission neutron flux reten­
tion time. However, it is extremely doubtful that this is the case.
Apparently some unknown factor is responsible for the fact that the value
3f i
.19
o ÙS- for 0^^ is 21.4 times larger than the calculated value of for
As a general rule, it mi^t be wise to multiply the calculated 
value of aa for 0^^ by 21.4 to be on the safe side when computing the 
activity of 0^^ in other reactors.
TABLE XX lists the effective thermal flux retention times 
needed in order for the stable element concentration to account for the 
observed value of ÙB. of its radioactive isotope. Clearly, all of the 
in^urities are present in amounts that are negligible- as far as the value 
of of the coolant is concerned.
A calculation was made using the value of 1.29 seconds to 
determine what concentration of zinc would be needed to account for the 
observed ùa. The concentration required was 0.713 parts per million.
^This effect has been experimentally observed. In an unpublished 
study made by the author on the University of Oklahoma nuclear reactor, the 
experimentally measured thermal neutron flux in the cooling water did not 
decrease with increasing distance from the core as rapidly as a pure ther­
mal neutron flux would have. The thermal neutron flux measurements were 
determined from the activities of indium foils placed in the cooling water 
at various distances from the reactor core which very closely approximated 
a plane neutron source. Hence, part of the experimentally determined ther­
mal neutron flux was due to moderation of the fission neutron flux to ther­
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and since it has been shown that the actual concentration of zinc is 
«  0.1 parts per million, it is evident that the Zn^^ observed is not 
due to the activation of stable zinc in the coolant.
The method of production of Zn^^ in the reactor cooling water
614.is still unknown. It has been shown that there is not enough stable Zn
in the reactor cooling water to account for its activity. Also, there
Sk­is supposed to be no Zn in the reactor core. It is possible that some
experimental apparatus in the ORR contains enough zinc to account for the
observed activity. Fortunately, its equilibrium activity is rather low
(only Ba^^ and are lower).
The value for Ba^^ was calculated on the basis of in the
coolant, but if the had been present, the delayed neutrons would
have shown up in the determination of the half-life of
Summary
The calculated value of the contamination on the reactor
fuel elements was 36-2^ of the maximum permitted value. These calcula­
tions indicate that it is probably relatively easy to keep the actual
contamination below this maximum value. With the experimental apparatus
lUOused, it was not possible to detect any fission products other than Ba
l4oand La . If other fission products had been observed, it would have 
been possible to check the equations used in the calculations of the rate 
of production of fission products directly.
The rate of production of radioactive isotopes produced by 
recoil mechanism was calculated by using equation (39) with the appro­
priate calculated values for n,a and n,p reactions. The calculated
101
27 27value of r for the Al '(ii,a)Mg reaction was 5*971̂  above the observed 
value. The errors Involved can he attributed to uncertainties in the 
microscopic cross sections.
It is expected that the methods of prediction used will be 
superior to simulated experimental methods, since it was demonstrated 
that it is difficult to experimentally simulate actual conditions in a 
nuclear reactor.
The value of Aa for activation of the coolant or impurities 
in the coolant can be calculated by means of equation (8l). For 
the calculated value of /2a was 4.55# above the’observed value, whereas 
for the calculated value was 59# below the observed value. Here 
again the errors in both cases can be attributed to errors in the micro­
scopic cross sections used in the calculations.
The theory used in predicting the radioactivity of nuclear 
reactor cooling fluids is a general theory. It would be desirable to 
apply this theory to other nuclear reactors, since the principles used 
in deriving the theory are basic to almost all reactors. The equations 
have been verified successfully, with the expected experimental error 
for one reactor, the ORR.
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APPENDIX
Glossary of Principal Symbols
English Letters
A Isotopic weight of a bombarded, isotope
2kA^ Disintegration rate of Na in a foil that was cadmium shielded
Ag Mass of a heavy fission fragment in atomic mass units
A^ Mass of a light fission fragment in atomic mass units
A^ Mass of an incoming neutron
Ap Mass of an emitted particle in atomic mass units
2kA^ Disintegration rate of Na in water
AA_ Activity added by nuclear reactions as a coolant passes through
a reactor core in disintegrations per second
a Equilibrium specific activity of a radioactive isotope in dis­
integrations per second per milliliter of reactor coolant
Sq Initial specific activity of a coolant in disintegrations per
second per milliliter at n = 0
a Specific activity of a radioactive isotope in disintegrations
per second per milliliter of reactor coolant at n cycles
iia Change in the specific activity of a coolant at equilibrium on
passing through a reactor core in disintegrations per second 
per milliliter of reactor cooling fluid
B A constant for any specific solvent and solute
b Flow rate through the demineralizers in milliliters per second
divided by v
C Area under a photo-peak in counts per second
c Make-up flow rate in milliliters per second divided by v




E Efficiency of ion exchange expressed as a decimal fraction for
a particular radioactive isotope
Eg Effective threshold energy in Mev
Eg Efficiency of vacuum degasification expressed as a decimal frac­
tion for a particular radioactive isotope
Eg Kinetic energy of a heavy fission fragment in Mev
E^ Kinetic energy of a light fission fragment in Mev
E^ Neutron energy in Mev
Eg Energy of a recoiling atom in Mev
erf(x) Error function of x
Threshold energy in Mev
Ep Energy of a "beta particle in Mev
E^ Gamma-ray energy in Mev
F Number of gamma-rays of this energy emitted per disintegration
expressed as a decimal fraction
f Equal by definition to ct
G Flow rate through a vacuum degasifier in milliliters per second
divided by v
g Equal by definition to bt
H Equal by definition to Gt
h Equal by definition to (l - Eg)(l - f)(l - EgH)e"^^
I Correction factor for absorption of gamma radiations in a source
and/or any beta absorber used in a measurement
i Empirical coefficient
J Percent abundance of an isotope in an element divided by 100
j Empirical coefficient
K Henry’s Law Constant in millimeters of mercury per mole fraction
L Fraction of the total area under a low energy peak due to the
spectrum of the low energy peak
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M Mass of a bombarded, element In grams
Molecular weight of a solute A in grams per mole 
Mg Molecular weight of a solvent B in grams per mole
N Number of active nuclei present per milliliter
Avogadro's number in reciprocal moles 
Mole fraction of a solute in a solution 
Number of target atoms 
Original number of target atoms at T = 0 
n Number of cycles
n^ Number of moles of a solute
“b Number of moles of a solvent
N^ Number of disintegrations per second
P Appropriate value for a peak-to-total ratio
Partial pressure of a solute in millimeters of mercury 
p Concentration of a solute in a solvent in parts per million
q Constant
R Recoil range in centimeters
R_ Range of a beta particle in grams per square centimeterP
r Rate of production of a radioactive isotope in a coolant in
atoms per second
s(E ) Number of fission neutrons per unit energy normalized to one 
^ fission neutron
s„(E^) Represents the University of California Spectrum
s^(E^) Represents the Watt Spectrum
T Time in seconds for exposure to neutron flux
T. Decay time in seconds before entering a counting volune
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Tg Decay time in seconds after leaving a counting volume
Absolute temperature in degrees Kelvin
Ï*" Decay time in seconds of a measured activity
t Time required to conçlete one cycle in seconds
t„ Average retention time of a coolant in a reactor core in secondsn
u Lower limit of integration in Mev
V Volume within which the neutron flux is (}) in cubic centimeters
V Volume of a cooling system in milliliters
w Upper limit of integration in Mev
w^ Weight of a solute A in grams
Wg Weight of a solute B in grams
X Thickness of an absorber in centimeters
Z Atomic number of a bombarded atom
Greek Letters
^ Total absolute detection efficiency for the source-detector
geometry used
G Angle between the direction an incoming neutron was moving in
and the direction a recoiling atom, A^, is moving in
\ Radioactive decay constant in reciprocal seconds
(I Coefficient of absorption in square centimeters per gram
^  Density of a bombarded material in grams per cubic centimeter
E Macroscopic cross section for a process in units of reciprocal
centimeters
O’ Microscopic cross section for a specific reaction in square
centimeters
(|l Neutron flux in neutrons per square centimeter per second
